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MEETING NOTICE. 
The annual meeting of Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associa-
tion will be held at the rooms of the Association in the Judd 
Building, Honolulu, on Monday, November 23, 19()3. 
PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION COMMITTEES. 
A report is expected at the annual meeting of the Associa-
tion from each committee, and the members thereof are re-
quested to confer together in order that the reports may be 
as interesting as possible and embody the ideas of all the 
members of each committ€e: 
'.rhe following is a list of the committees: 
LABOR-W. M. Giffard, Ohairman; E. D. Tenney, E. F. 
Bishop, J. P. Oooke, E. E. Paxton. 
CULTIVATION-Geo. 1!'_ Renton, Ohairman; H. Deacon, 
'V. A. Baldwin, D. Forbes, L. Barkhausen, H. P. Faye. 
FERTILIZATION-C. F. Eckart, Ohairman; Fred Meyer, 
O. E. "VeIls, J. T. Chawley, J. F. O. Hagens, O. McI,ennan. 
IRl~IGATION-H. P. Baldwin, Ohairman; W. W. Goodale, 
L. Barkhausen, J. A. Low, Geo. O. Hewitt. 
HANDLING AND TRANSPOR'rA'rION OF OANE-O. O. 
Kennedy, Ohairman; A. Horner, F. B. l\lcStocker, John Sher-
man, H. A. Baldwin, F. Weber. 
MANUFAOTURE-John A. Scott, Chairma.n; E. E. OIding, 
·Wm. Pullar, Andrew Adams, A. l\Ioore, H. P. Baldwin. 
MAOHINERY - W. Stodart, Ohairman; O. HedemanD, J. 
A. Low, .Tas. Scott, J. '1'. Moil', Geo. Hoss. 
UTILIZA'rION OF BY-PHODUC'l'S-W. W. Goodale, 
Ohairman; Jas. Gibh, Jas. Renton, \V. G. Walker, Andrew 
Adams, G. H. Fairchild. 
DISEASES OF OANR-R. O. L. Perkins, Chairman; A. 
Lidgate, D. O. Lindsay, K. S. Gjerdrnm, G. F. Renton, A. 
Ahrens. 
FORESTRY-L. A. Thurston, Ohairman; H. A. Baldwin, 
G. N. Wilcox, T. S. Kay, G. O. Chalmers. 
EXPERIMENT fo;TATION-F. 1\1. Swanzy, Ohairman; F. A. 
S~haefer, H. A. Isenberg, G. H. Hobel'tson, J. P. Oooke. 
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Ji'ORES'l'RY DEVELOPMENT. 
The rapidity with which the subject of forestry has come 
into prominence, both in the United States at large and in this 
~el'ritory in particular, indicates that the "prophets" who 
have been so long "crying in the wilderness" have at last se-
cured the attention of practical bus·iness men a's well as of 
theoretical forestry enthusiasts. 
A local demonstration of this fact is that the present fores-
try law was drawn by a committee of the Sugar Planters' 
Association and was passed by the legis.latme very largely 
through the efforts of planters and ranchmen, both in and out 
of that body. 
There is very little sentiment or poetry in the average Ha-
waiian ranch or plantation manager. His standpoint is 
purely the business one-the most income for the leas·t outgo. 
'l'here is great significance therefore in the fact that from 
evel'y part of the 'ferritory the leading plantation and ranch 
managers have accepted the positions of volunteel' foresters 
under the Board of Forestry. 
The only interpretation of this action is that the practical 
business· men of the 'fel'ritory have become convinced that 
the pl'eservutiull of existing fOl'C'sts, and the reforesting of 
denuded arcas is a business necessity. 'l'he l'esult will be that 
in each district the fores,try board will have the active suppoi't 
of the practical men, in the carrying ou t of their poIic:y. 
The recent visit of 'V. L. Hall, the Chief of the Division of 
FOl'estry Extension will have a tendency to put the local For-
estry Board in close connection with the National Forestry 
Depal'tment, and give it the benefit of advice and material 
assistance from that quarter. 
'fhe local Board has announced the policy of fil'st securing 
the establis.hment of forest resel'Yation lines, and later of reo 
foresting. It will, however, lend its aid and assistance as far 
as practicable, to private individuals who desire to attempt 
reforesting on their own account. It is proposed, as far as 
practicable to appoint as local rangel's, men who have some 
knowledge of establishing nurseries and pl'opagating trees, 
who will advise and assist private owners in their forestry 
operations. 
In several districts active plam. are being formulated for the 
establishment of forestry i'escrves, and within the year we 
hope to see great progress made in this line. 
Much will depend upon the activity of the local forester 
and the disposition of the local land owners. 
A liberal dir;'position has been mnnifested by most of th<:m, 
and if their deeds are as fair as their words, rapid settlement 
of the lines of the forest reserves may be expected. 
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RECIPROCITY WI'l'H CUBA.* 
By H. PARKER 'WILLIS, PH.D., 
Washington and ~ee University. 
475 
The practical abrogation of the McKinley treaties in con-
sequence of the passage of the 'Wilson Act in 1894, might 
have led to a decline in tmde with Cuba under any circum-
stances; but, as already intimated, the actual falling off must 
be attributed in pad to general disturbances within the 
island. It seems to be clear', however, that the loss of the 
recipr~city treaty with the United States was sharply felt, 
and when, after the Spanish war, the question of making the 
PI att amendment an integral pad of the CU!ban constitution 
came up, the desire -of certain sugar interests for reciprocity 
made its appearance in a distinct form. President McKin-
ley's alleged pledge to the Cubans that they &hould have a 
reciprocity treaty with the United States was probably given, 
if at all, without fully taking account of the fact that a su-
gar industry had grown up since 18!.lO, which was determined 
to permit no infringement upon its protected preserves. On 
the other hand, it is quite likely that Mr. McKinley, in mak-
ing sn~h a pledge-if pledge there was-fully realized that 
the step would be not displeasing to certain sugar interests 
in tlhc United States which had acquired control in Cuba. 
The situation was rendered more difficult by the fact that the 
Dingley Act, which had. in 1897, superseded the Democratic 
legislation of 1894, had not rcplaced sugar on the list of re-
f'iprocity commodities in which treaties might be made solely 
by' executive authority. It was, therefore, necessary that any 
reciprocity treaty with Cuba shoulcl receive the special s'anc-
tion of the Senate, since sugar and tobacco were the only 
articlcs in which it would have been worth while for Cuba to 
negoti"te an agrcemeilt. Out of such circulllstances grew the 
now familiar Cuban reciprocity sil'uggle of 1U01-1UO~. This 
struggle was the p3rticnlar work of Presid"ut Roosevelt, who, 
on succeeding l\Ir. l\IcKinley, gave an informal pledge to con-
tinue the polides of his predecessor so fat· as practicable. It 
being supposed that President l\IcKinl<,'y had definitely com-
mitted himself to the support of recipl'odt:)- with Cuba, this, 
therefore, was one of the inheritances thought to be carried 
over from the l\IcKinley administration to its successor. 
In his first annual message to Congress, presented at the 
opening of the session, 1901-1!lO2, President Roose\-elt used 
the following words: 
"In Cuba such progress has been made toward putting the 
independent govcrnlllcnt of the island upon a firlll footing, 
* Annuls of the American Academy of Political and ~ocinl Science. 
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that before the present session of the Oongress closes this
will be an accomplished fact. Ouba will then start as her
own mistress; 'and to the beautiful Queen of the Antilles, as
she unfolds this new page 'of her destiny, we extend our
heartiest greetings and good wishes. Elsewhere I have dis-
cussed the question of reciprocity. In the ease of OUba, how-
ever, there are weighty reasons of morality and of national
interest why the policy should be held to have a peculiar ap-
plication, and Imost earnestly ask your attention to the wis-
dom-indeed, to t,he vital need-of providing for a substantial
reduction in the tariff duties on Ouban imports into the
United States. Ouba has in her constitution affirmed what
we desired-that she should stand, in international aff'airs, in
closer and more friendly relations with us than with any other
power; and we are bound by every consideration of honor and
expediency to pass commercial measures in the interest of
her material well-being."
He thus unhesitatingly declared himself for Ouban recip-
rosity. He did more than this. He put the matter before
Oongress in such a way that it could not escape the consid-
eration of the subject. He did not allow the political hick-
sters quietly to shirk the reciprocity issue, as they had done
for several sessions past, but he employed all the machinery
at his command to force the issue upon Oongress and compel
that body to declare itself {)ne way or the other.
As is well known, the issue was finally bl'ou@ht up in Oon-
gress apropos of a bill introduced by OhairmaLi. Payne during
the session 1901-1902, and providing for a reduction of our
duties, conditional upon a similar reduction to be made by
Ouba in her tariff. This reduction was to be 20 pel' cent., but
even so small a decre'ase as this was resisted by our domestic
sugar-growing interests in a way that gave rise to the bitter-
est fight that had taken place within the Republican organiza-
tion for a long time. How this struggle turned out; how the
lower House finally passed the Payne bill, with a provision
conditioning the reduction of duty upon a recasting of the
sugar tariff in a way which would be distinctly distasteful to
the refining interests which were supposed to be behind the
Ouban reciprocity movement; how the bill was finally sent to
the Senate, and there ultimately hung up because of the dif-
ficulty of passing it without the amendments which were cer-
tain to be opposed by the refiners, is now a t,hreadbure story.
It was not until President Roosevelt had appealed to the
country for support, and had made Ouban reciprocity an issue
in the Congressional campaign that he could count upon a
majority that would assent to Ouban reciprocity. In the
meantime, however, the situation in Ouba had materially
changed. The taunts hurled in the faces of the CUlbans them-
selves by membel's of the O<>ngress of t,he United States, the
fact that the price of sugar had improved subsequent to the
decision of the Brussels Sugar Conference reached in the win-
ter of 1901-1902, to abolish sugar bounties, and a variety of
other circumstances had rendered the pressure from the Cu-
_ban side much less urgent. As a matter of fact, the adminis-
tration found itself in an embarrassing position in the fall of
1902 through fear of what miglht happen if the Cubans should
be unwilling to grant us reciprocity even in case we should
. be willing to allow it to them. Hence the sending of Major
Tasker H. Bliss to Cuba in the early autumn of 1902 to nego-
tiate a treaty which should commit the Cubans to the idea of
reciprocity with the United States, and which it might be
easier to get ratified at this end of the line than a bill to the
same effect. Major Bliss' return with the treaty, the outcome
of the elections in favor of the administration, and other cir-
cumstances, fully convinced the domestic sugar growers that
assent to .Cuban reciprocity, in 'a formal way at least, would
be unavoidable. In a convention held at Washington early in
Hl03 the domestic sugar growel's, bowing to necessity, were
graciously pleased to yield their assent to reciprocity with
Cuba, but in so doing they had not yet said the last word.
Their representatives in the Senate succeeded in introducing
into the document prepared under the direction of Mr. Bliss,
a clause which, if it shall ihe ultimately preserved, will mean
the total and ultimate sacrifice of South American reciprocity
for fiany years to come. 'rhe clause in question provided that
so long as the treaty should last, it should not be lawful to
reduce the duty on sugar coming from any other country than,
Cuba below the rates fixed by the Dingley tariff. It is upon
such conditions t.hat the Senate has ratified the treaty, which
now awaits only the sanction of the House of Representa-
tives to become law. The addition of this remarkable pro-
vision to the treaty by the domestic sugar gTowers adds an-
other element of doubt to a situation already doubtful, and
makes it of double importance to decide whether we ean af-
ford to pay the price demanded for the whistle called "Cuban
reciprocity."
The grounds upon which reciprocity with Cuba may be
'urged were fully stated in President Roosevelt's message to
Congress of .June 1B, 1!l02. In that message the President
pleaded for reciprocity from four distinct standpoints. He
contended t<1Ult such \'ecipro('ity should be grantpcl (1) because
of a moral obligation to Cuba; (2) because of an alleged
pledge given at the time the Dingley Act was passed to adopt
and put into force redprol'ity treaties, owing to the unduly
high tariff rates which had been provided for, with the dis-
tinct intention of lowering them wlH'n it should be practica-
ble to negotiate surh agreements; un because of the increased
commercial advantages whi('h would accrue to UR in conse-
quence of the eompensating l'<:duetion -of duty to be made by
Cuba; (4) because of political advantages resulting from the
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influence in Cuba probably to be acquired by us ill. conse-
quence of generosity to tlhe island.
This statement of m'guments made by President Roosevelt
fairly sums up what has been said by the pro-reciprocity
pleaders of recent J'ears. At first sight, it appears to be a
rather heterogeneous mixture. It seems to prove too much.
Anyone of the arguments thus set forth would, if fully sub-
stantiated and allowed to stand alone, be a sufficient plea for
the cause in bel]alf of whi('h it is cited. But when it is sought
to establish that Nw policy in question is the dictate alike of
moral obligation, business advantage, political policy and a
promise already given,· the argument seems almost to fall of
its own weight. "\Ve can hardly do better, however, than to
consider these aJ'guments one 'by one, coming 'Us they do from
so authoritative a souree and summing up most of the cur-
rent discussion of the subject.
Of the various :1l'guments for reeiproeity with Cuba, none
perhaps is hazier than that whie',h claims a moral obligation
on our pad. This argument sep11Is to he lmsed upon two dis-
tinct contentions. The first of these is that President Mc-
Kinley had promised su(,h a reeijll'oeity treaty. The second is
that the Platt amendment. incorporated by the Cubans into
their constitution was in itself sueh a pledge. 01' at all events
eyidence of such a pledge as, it has been claimed, President
1\feKinlf'Y gayer Of Nw two aJ'gnmpnts thus adyanced. little
or no weight needs to be given to the alleged promise of
President MeKinley. It has again and again been stated that
such a promise was given, hnt up to the pl'esent time no docu-
mentar:Y evidence to that effed: has heen submitted. On the
other hand. it has been repeatedly stated on the floor of Con-
gress that no sueh pledge had been offered. but that the Cu-
ban dplegation in "\Yashington mistook kind words and prom-
ises of support from t,he President for an agreement on his
pa]'t to see the reciprocity treaty through Congress. This
pOl'tion of the elaim, therefore. may evidently be neglected;
and when it is f11l'ther consiaered that, even supposing that
such a pledge had heen giyen. it must have been made with-
out any authority from Congress, it is sufficiently plain that
both the evidence that suoh a promise existed and any bind-
ing quality in the hypothetieal promise, if it was eyer made,
are absent.
A more serious phase of this argnmpnt is found in the con-
tpntion that the Platt amendment to the Cuban constitution
eonstituted a ]l1'aetieal plpdgp on the part of our Congress.
Yet investigation will show that this argument is as empty
as its eompanion pieee.
The army ap]l1'opriaiion hill (~olltaining this amendnwnt
was adoptpd hy the Rpnatp Fehruary 27, 1!l0l. and finally he-
ea1l](' law ::\[ar(~h 2. immpdiatpl'y following. As soon as the
proyisions of the Platt amendment had become known in
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Cuba there ensued a period of heated discussion. Many
maintained that the Platt amendment would practically re-
sult in destroying Cuban independence. The right retained
by our government in clause III to intervene for the preser-
vation of Cuban independence, etc., was considered as giving
us the authority to intermeddle with the affairs of Cuban gov-
ernment. An effort was made to destrOY this impression by
means of a dispatch sent by Secretary Root to General W·ood
on the 3d of April, in which tIle authority feal'ed was express-
ly disclaimed. In spite of this protest, however, the Cuban
constitutional convention continued to hesitate until finally,
June 12. 1901. it adopted an ordinance identical with the
terms of the Platt amendment.
In discussing this important document, it does not appear
that anything was said in Congress which would throw light
upon the proper interpretation of clause I, regarding the
power of Cuba to make treaties with foreign nations, except
the general statement that the island should not thereby im-
pair Hs independence. Commercial treaties were nowhere
mentioned in the comse of debates. Most of the discussion
hinged upon our power of interfel'ing in Cuban affairfO! for the
pmpose of jH'('serving the independence of the island. The
effort was made by amendments to the amendment to limit
,the author~ty gra~ted in clause III, to interfere 'with the
affairs of the island, either in case of' foreign aggression, or
in order to insure Cuban independence. No success, however,
ati-ended these attempts.
"What the debate did do was to indic'ate Yel'y clearly the
political all'thority which it was supposed this country might,
upon occasion, assume. Senator Hoar described the amend-
ment as:
"Eminently wise and satisfactory In substance, a
proper and necessary stipulation for tl'e application of the
Monroe doctrine to the nearest outlying country and
under the circumstances one whic,h the pl'otrdion of the
United States. as well as the proteetionof Cuba, fairly and
properly requires I do not suppose that uncleI' this
clause 3 the Unltpd Statrs "'ill CYN undcrtal.;:c to intNfere
in such local commotions or disturbances as cyrl'y country,
especially eyrry Spariish-A m('l'ican country south of us. is suh-
jed to. I do not supposc that is anyboc1y's intention; but only
in those gl'aye (~asrs whel'e in tCI'national in tCl'fcl'cnce is ill'o-
per."Naturally, th(' amcnclmC'nt was Yigorously ai"t:wl.;:C'd hy the
])('mocrats. on the ground that to force such an a1l1C'1Hlment
upon th(' Cuban CO;lstitntional Conwntion "'as p1'actically to
Yiolate onr pl('dg('d faith in I'pgard to the il1<1epp1H1<'nc(' of the
island by resC'l'\"ing th(' right to interfere and oYertnrn the
goYernment whencycI' we might s('e fit. This Yie''\\' was ex-
pressed by Senator Jones, of Arkansas, in an extreme form:
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"The ,reserving to the United States the right to maintain
a government, the United States to be the judge of what that
government is, adequate for the protection ·of life and prop-
erty, would seem to me to be reserYing to the United States
the right 'to overturn the government of Cuba whenever it saw
fit." .
Senator Mo'rgan took the same view, and further rebutted
the c~)lltention of Mr. Hoar that the 'amendment was justified
by the Monroe doctrine:
"The Monroe doctrine never had anything to do with a pro-
position like this It has no connection with ,that. That
(Art. 3 of the amendment) gives us the right ,to go into one
of these American states (to) exercise the power
of the governm'ent of the United States for the maintenance
of a government adequate for the protection of life, property,
and individual liberty."
Senators Pettus and Tillman also forcibly expressed the
opinion that the amendment wasl a distinct viola1ion of the
pledge to establish in Cuba an independent government. And
an amendment proposed by Mr. Morgan, stating that the reso-
lutions were submitted for the consideration of the Cuban
Constitutional Convention and not as an ultimatum to Cuba
was lost. Nowhere was it stated by the author of the amend-
ment or by Hs supporters, and nowhere was it complained ,by
opponent:;:>, that the obligation to look after the economic wel-
fare ·of Cuba had been assumed by us. .
Little needs to be said of the contention that reciprocity
wi,th Cuba is desirable in order to assure our p·restige in Cuba
and to still further support our control in the 'Vest Indies
and our power oyel' a prospef'i:ive trans-if'thmian canal. Rince
we already hold Porto Rico. since we could doubtles·s get the
Danish 'Vest Indies if we were willing to pay a moderate
pl'ice for them, and since -the conditions of the construction
of the canal are such as to render control of it, on the whole,
of little worth. it might be concluded that the political argu-
ment could safely be disregarded and that political power in
Cuba would he of small yalue to us in carrying out our canal
policy. It may be. however. that there are some who would
not take this view of the situation, but who would consider
the posf-:.ible acquirement of po1i'tical control in Cuba to be
worth the reciprocity price we are asl.ed for it. To such per·
sons. it would seem snffieient to suggest that 'the Platt
amendment gives us all the political power in Cuba that we
could properly obtain by any means whatever short of annex-
ation. If, therefore, President Roosevelt and thpse who agrel'
with him mean that reciprocity would be ar. easy means of
promoting annexation (as' was the case wHh Hawaii), this
phase of the argument should be made clear. It is safe to
say, however, that were it thus made clear it would call in
few fresh supporters to ,the 'reciprocity movement. That the
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Dingley rates were put at a high figure for reciprocity pur-
poses is undoubtedly true, but is an argument for reciprocity
that applies quite as fully ,to all reciprocity as to reciprocity
with Cuba. If, moreover, the latter will impede the general
cause of reciprocity, argument baE,ed on the Dingley rates
must fall to the ground.
The truth is tha't in discussing reciprocity with Cuba, the
only argument that is really worthy of consideration is the
claim that advantages in trade will accrue to us from such a
relation. The question ·of trade may be looked at from rtwo
standpoints, that of Cuba and that of the United States. If
we adopt the standpoint of Cuba, it will appear that the ad-
vantage to the inhabitants of the iE,land flowing from recipro-
cioty must depend upon whether they can succeed in getting a
higher price for their products-chiefly sugar-in New York
under a reciprocioty agreement than they could if no such
agreement existed. This is turn will depend upon two factors,
viz: whether thel'e be any demand for the Cuban product in
New York mid whether the product when I'aised and marketed
in Cuba is 01' is not actuallv in the hands of Cubans or is
owned by foreigners. ,Vhile the ownerE,hip of Cuban lands
cannot be definHely stated, it is certain that large amounts {)f
A..merican and other foreign capital have been invested there,
and that the benefit to be derived from sales of sugar at pro-
fitable prices would accrue only in part, if at all, to Cuban
planters. Much sugar is. sold on the spot to American buyers
at ruling prices. It is also very qnestionable how far the
ability to send sugar into the United States free of duty
would benefit the planter since the existence of a close mono-
poly of the business of refining must inevitably imply as close
a control of the demand for sugar and bestow upon the group
of individuals who manage the refining industry the power to
depress the price of the Cuban product by refusing to buy it.
If in fact our refiners should, as is largely the case, pursue
the policy of buying in Cuba at the rates established in the
world market, and of buying no product in New York, it
seems to be certain that the benefit of a tariff reduction would
go to a considerable extent, if not wholly, to the refiners. In
any event, none of the advantage would go to the American
cono,umer, first because of the existence of the refining mon-
opoly in the United States, and second because of the fact that
our need for raw sugar so largely exceeds the supply of
that article which could be produced in Cuba. So far as trade
is concerned, therefore, it seems unavoidable that the advan-
tages to be 'reaped from a re(~iprocity treaty will accrue chiefly
to 'the American sugar refiner, and to some American manu-
facturers who may find in Cuba a market for their products
which thev would not otherwise l1<1\"e. C'onsidering in the in-
terests of 'the American manufadurer, it is impossible to !'''llp-
pose that a 20 per cent. reduction in our present high rates of
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duty would have as powerful an effect in turning Cuban trade
towards us as did the free admission of Cuban sugar to the
United States which occurred in pursuance of the 'treaty nego-
tiated in accordance with the McKinley act. Yet under the Mc-
K:inley act, our exports to Cuba increas,ed only by from seven
to twelve million dollars above what they had been prior to the
negotiation of the trea:ty, while our imports increased by
some twenty-five million dollars, this increase being largely
in sugar. The duties lost by us on the large increase in sugar
imports were then greater than the total volume of 'trade add-
ed to our export business with Cuba in consequence of the
reciproci'ty treaty. While it is true that the amounts of duties
now to be sacrificed under the proposed reciprocity treaty
will be much smaller than at the time of our former experi-
ence, it is also 'true that the pull to be exerted by us upon
Cuban trade will be, as juS't shown, much smaller now than
it was then since the reductions of duty then offered to us
ranged from total free trade on some articles, to 50 pel' cent.
on others, while 'fhe smallest reductions of duty contained in
the treaty were 25 pel' cent. On the whole, therefore, it is
fail' to expect that the amount of trade gained by our manu-
fa.C'turers would be smaller than the duties lost ·by the United
States in consequence of reciprocity, and which would prob-
ably be paid. as we have seen, into the pockets of the refining
monopoly which constitnt('s the sale market for the Cuban
product in the United States·.
As compared with the concessions granted us under our
former treaty of reciprocity with Cuba, the reductions made
in the new agreement do not seem yery satisfactory. In re-
tnrn for the reduction of 20 per cent. which we are to make
upon all Cuban products
'
, we shall receiye a reductIOn of 25
per cent. on machinery composed of copper, manufactures of
cast iron and steel. cotton and manufactnres thereof, and
yarious other articles. ,Ve shall also receiye a reduction of
RO pN cent. upon butter. chemical products and drugs, some
liquors. and certain manufactures, while 40 pel' cent. is
granted on knitted cotton manufactures, presened fruits,
paper pulp, wool and manufactures thereof, silk and manu-
fartnres thereof. rice and cotton. By a comparison with a
treaty of lSD1. it will he seen thai: many of the manufactures
upon' which ,ve -are now to receiye a reduction of 25 per cent.
were admiHed free under the original treaty, while many of
those on which we are to receiv(' a reduetion of RO pel' cent.
01' 40 pel' cent. were granted a reduction of 50 pel' cent. under
the earlier treaty. It would seem that there are few articles
which receiYe l;etter treatment under the new treat~- than
they did under the old. This ,is natural, since our concessions
to Cuban products are so much smaller than they were for-
merly. it being nnderstood that sugar com,titutes the bulk of
CUbllll ('xpo1'ts to the United States. 'Yhile the number of
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artieles of Cuban pl'oduction aetually mentioned in the Mc-
Kinley act was small, the fact that they were admitted free
of duty much more than makes up for the fact that we now
propose to let in a large range -of articles which are imported
either not at all or in very small amounts.
A pl'ime consideration worth attention in connection with
the pending treaty has been already suggested. This is the
amendment whichwa~' added to the treaty of the beet-sugar
men in the form of an addition to Article 8. That addition
l'an as follows:
"Provided, tlwt while this convention is in force, no sugar
imported from the republic of Cuba, and being the product of
the soil 0)' indush'y -of the republic of Cuba, shall be admitted
into the United States at a reduction of duty greater than 20
pel' centum of the rates of duty thereon as provided by
the ta)'iff act of the United States approved July 24, 1897, and
no sugar the p1'oduct of any other country shall be admitted
byh'eaty 01' ('onYention into the United States while this can-
Yention is in fo)'('e. at a lower rate of duty than that provided
by the tm'i1f act of the United States approved July 24, 1897."
It will be reralled that the commiE·sion sent by us to South
America in 1884 reportf>d distinrtly that "in a~y convention
we. on oIll' part. must admit wool or sugar free of duty, or at
gTeatly )'educed rates." It has for a long time seemed to be
out of thf> nUf>stion to think of sf>curing tarHf reductions in
wool. and if )'edudions in sugar are siniilarly put out of the
(]nf>st,ion by a <'lause like the one just quoted, we shall be cut
ofl' from He use of f>ither wool (j)r sugar a~· a basis for South
.A merican re('iprocit)'. Inasmuch as the South Ameri-
ran ('ol1llllission ]'pg:1J'ded tlJe:;:·e commodities as the
only ones upon w'hieh South AnH?riean reciprocity could be
based. it seems also clf>ar that cutting ourselves off from
these means euHing oursel\"ps off altogether from any po~.si­
hility of South Anwl'iran reciprocity. That heing the case,
the passagf> of He Cuban treat)' will be a serious defeat for
tl1(> ranSf> of )'C'('iproriiy in gf>nf>ral, and. sinrf> most of the
Kasson t)'f>ntif>s Wf>re fonnded npon concessions in ~,ugar to
South Amf»'iean roulliTies. tIl(> arceptanre of the Cuban
agreemf>nt will lIwan that the Kasson iTf>atif>s have been de,
finii-el)' laid upon ilH' shelf for all time to rome.
'1'he)'f> is allotbe)' point well worthy of note in connection
with tIl(> llPndillg: !'eeiprorityl)'paty, This is that we are al-
)'pady doing all that rould be f>Xlw(,ted of us in protecting
Cnba. by our policy of levying disc)'iminating (luties on sugar
('oming from oi:1wr r01lniJ'ieR', lTnder the l\IcKinley act of
lRflO. Wf> 1I1p!'ely a<1miHe<1 fl'f>f> the S1lgar product of Cuba
along wiih ihnj- of seyeral othf>r lnrge sugar-producing coun-
tl'jf>S. Of ihf>8P f'OIl1lirips. somp at l<,ast. paid pxport bounties so
that 0uhan sugnr, ('yen when it enjoyed a f"ee entry into the
markets of the United States, was in an unfavorable position
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The paper read at last meeting treated of the subject of
milling and maceration. It is my intention to follow the flow
of juice through the boiling house and take up the by-
processes afterwards; by this I mean the manipulation of
filter presses, t.1w treatment of molasses and molasses sugars.
and the consuming of the bagasse as fuel will the takt>n up
after the main work of the boiling house has lwen desel'ibt>d
-i. e., the process of obt'aining the first sugar out of the mill
juice.
One of the most important things in the manufaeture of
sugar from cane is the process of cleaning the juice. The
juice carries with it as it comes from the mills mainly two
impurities: 1st. those in solution. of whiCJ1\ I have already
spoken in connection wit'h the co-efficient of purity; and 2nd,
the mechanical impurities, such as earth, cane fibre, &c.
PRODUCTION OF SUGAR IN HAWA.II-EVA.POR!lTION.
as compared with the products of other countries. At the
present time this situation does not exist, since we levy our
discriminating duty on all bounty-fed sugars,-to which class
that of Cuba does not belong. For that reason, Cuban sugar
is really better off with regard to the United States market
than it ever has been in the past. Should we grant to Cuba
a reduction of 20 per cent. in our tariff on sugar while at the
sa'me time we gave it the discriminating duty, we should be
offering altogether unneces~laryadvantages to Cuba, and since,
by the terms of the treaty, it is proposed that we cut our-
selves off from making similar tariff arrangements with other
foreign countries, these other countries would have, if they
chose to 'seek it, unmistakable ground for complaint.
The truth is that reciprocity with Cuba, in its present shape,
is a matter of no interest whatever to our consumers l and of
very little interest to our manufacturers. It is of -importance
to the Americans who have become interested in Cuban lands,
and it is {)f importance too, to the refining interest which
hopes by this means to get its raw material cheaper. 'How
far it will help the Cuban planter is problematical. To the
American statesman, interested in our foreign relations, it is
a que~ltion of absolutely no consequence unless he be an an-
nexationist, for we already have a sufficient control of the
West Indies and all the political influence -in Cuba that reason-
able men could wish for. Seldom, perhaps, in our history.
has there been a more needless and unwarrantable drain upon
public emotion and sympathy than in the case of the Cubun
reciprocity controversy.
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The first kind of impurities (those in solution) may under 
certain conditions become very serious detriments to the 
manufacturing process. The nature of these impurities de-
pends upon the condition under which the cane has grown. 
If the cane ihas grown on soil which has been under culti-
vation for a long time, and has been fertilized correctly, and 
the cane has grown to maturity, a comparatively pure juice 
will be the result; if, however, the cane has grown on new 
land that is virgin soil, then the juices are as a rule much 
more impure. The plant t'akes up through its roots parts of 
the soluble matter in the soil, and therefore the conditions of 
the soil govern to quite a degree the condition of -rhe juice. 
The conditions of the soil can to s'ome extent be r,egulated by 
plOper treatment-for instance, by drainage, fertilizing and 
cultivation, as by raising some plant on the land priol' to the 
planting of cane which will take up those solutions in the 
soils which are objectionatle in cane juice. To know exactly 
what to do in regard to the treatment of the fields, it is nec-
essary to make chemical analyses of the soil and be guided 
by them to a great extent. 
I have wandered from the subject of manufacturing sugar 
in order to show what may cause the impurities in the juices. 
But now we will r,etul'll to the treatment of the juices. When 
the juice leaves the different mills, it carries with it a great 
de21 of IbaRasse which is strained out before the juice goes 
into the supply tank of the juice pump. 'l'he juice pump 
moves the juice into liming tanks. The object of liming the 
juice is to neutralize acids formed by fermentation, and to 
stop the fermentation. 
If the acidity of the juice was not neutralized by some 
alkali, the inversion of crystallizable sugar to non-crystalliza-
ble sugar would go on and soon destroy all sugar. 
'l'he next process the juice is exposed to is darification. 
Under clarification is understood the heating of the juices, 
the decanting of same in settling tanks, and filtration. Fil-
tration, however, is in some factories omitted. 
The aim of this clarifying process is this-that all impuri-
ties, as far as possible, shall be removed from the juice. It 
can readily be seeu that the mechanical impurities, such as 
earth and cane fibre, can be eliminated by settling or filtra-
tion, or both; but Nre impurities in solution are almost be-
yond our reach, except the albumenoids, which may be co-
agulated by heat and then precipitated or filtered. The best-
known albumen is the white of an egg, which, as everyone 
knows, readily coagulates when heated. The albumen in 
cane juices does not coagulate 'as readily as the white of an 
f'gg 'by just boiling for a few moments. It is quite important 
that this ,heating of the juice to the point of coagulation is 
done thoronghly, for if it is not done thoronghly the unco-
agulated albumenoids pass to the different boiling apparatus 
. (evapol'ators and vacuum pans), where the coagulation takes
effect, and may cover the heating sUl'faces, reducing the effi-
ciency of same.
.If juices are heated in the clarifying .process to, say 200
deg. F., and these same juices afterwards are exposed in the
(hot or) first cell ·0£ a quadruple effect to 210 deg., as gener-
ally is t,he case, precipitation of coagulated albumenoids will
take place and foul the heating surface and reduce the effi-
ciency of the apparatus.
One can see at a glance how important it is that this pro-
cess of clarifying the juice be done intelligently and thor-
oughly. The impurities passing on with the clarified juice
eannot be gotten hold of any more; at least there art' no
means employed on these islands, as far as I aIll aware, to
filter the syrups. 'fhese impUl'ities becoming concentrated
with the syrup and massecuite, form the obstacle to separate
the sugar from the final molasses. In other words, the losses
of sugar in the final mo}asses depend upon the impUl'ities
they contain.
So far I have spoken of impurities which we have means to
remove; now comes the more difficult sort-those that re-
main in solution through the process of heating, but will pre-
cipitate wlhen the juices become concenhated.
If we boil a solution of salt and water so that the water
evaporates, we will find that after a certain amount of water
has been expelled by evaporation the salt begins to precipi-
tate-that is, there is not enough water Ill'esent to hold all
the salt in solution.
\Ye have the same phenomena with all other solids in solu-
tion, only some need more water to dissolve them than others,
and those solids needing Nl€ most water to dissolve them will
be the first ones to precipitate in the process of evaporation.
If we examine closel;}' the precipitate in the different cells
of an evaporator, we will most likely find quite a marked
difference in the nature of the precipitates in the different
cells. The first or hottest cell will show coagulated albumen
and vegetable matter', ,vhich has escaped the filter or settlers,
mixed with lime and earth. The second and third and fourN1
cells will show this in a less degree, but generally a deposit
of such solids which are held the longest in solution. One
can only speak of the deposits in the different cells of an
evaporator in gener'al, 'as there are not two places that show
exactly the same deposits. for the reason that t,lle impurities
in the juices are not the same in two difIerent places; in fact,
the different fields on the same plantation often show great
diffCl'ences, and for that reason a process of clarification giv-
ing ~ood results in one place ma.v not give good results in
another place. And't is especially the duty of the chemist
to determine what the impUl'ities consist of, ~nd give, if possi-
: ble, hints about the treatment. The condition of the juices
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is sometimes suoh that they become ibaftlir..g, especially where
cane is grown on virgin soil or on land which has nev,er been
'planted with, cane.
Experiments have been and are now be;ng made to purify
sugar solutions by the electrolitic process, which of course
everyone interested in sugar hopes to see matme into some·
thing applicable; until then, however, we must go on as best
we know how, and intelligent research and everlasting vigi-
, lance will do much to overcome obstacles.
All those solids which remain in solution longer than sugar
:pass on and are gotten rid of in t,he Lnal molasses, each one
carrying' its quota of sugar with it, and the losses by this
, amount to as much as 5 per c<:nt., or even more.
The next step in the manufacture of sugar after clarifica-
tion is concentra,tion--that is, evaporation of the greater part
of water (about 75-80 per cent.) out of the clarified juices.
The process of evaporation is now almost exclusively car·
°ried on in so-called multiple effect, generally of the quadruple
type.
'l'he method of evaporating in a multiple eff.ect is resorted
to on 'account of its economy in steam over the open evapora-
tion.
'While in an open evaporator all the steam from the clari-
fied juice escapes into the atmosphere and is lost, it is made
to do in a quadruple efIect theOl'etically four times as much
as in an open evaporator. If thin juices are heated in an open
evaporator they boil-that is, give off steam-at 212 deg. F.
(or a little above this). If the healing was done the same as
in a steam boiler, we have reason to presume that one pound
of coal would evaporate about S pounds of water; and if the
assertion is right that a quadt uple effect will do the same'
amount of work with one-quarter the amount of heat (or
coal), then one pound of coal will evaporate 4 x 8=32 Ibs. of
water. ('rhis is tlhe theoretical amount; in practice I think
that not more than 24 lbs. of water to 1 lb. of coal is ob-
tained on an 'average, because all heat consumed 'by the appa-
ratus must be charged against it, and this includes the en-
ergy of puml sand Mher power machinery to operate the
apparatus and radiation; also heat that may be carried off in
the syrup leaving the apparatus.)
Now let us see how it is possible to make the steam, or
rather the Iheat, that entel'S the first cell do the work of boil-
ing in the three following cells.
H we look at the sketch, you see four cells 'arranged in a
series marked I, II, III, IV. Each one contains a steam drum.
The arrangements are not always the same. (1 have chosen
this type of evaporator just to illustrate the process. This
type, by the way, is called the standard effect, and I may
mention right here that t,here are dozens of different types.)
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(I) Cell. V~por 0 Ibs. per sq. in =212° F.
(2) " 9" 'lac =197° 15°
(3)" " 18"" . .. .. . =168° 29°
(4) " 27" =IISo 53°
'l'he differellCPs will clhange by increasing 01' decreasing the
temperatures in stP,UI1 chamhel' of Jirst cell, 01' by increasing
or decl'l,asing the vacuum in last cell.
As you willobsene, the vapor from last cell goes into the
condenser with 115 deg. F., while, if the evaporation had gone
on in the open 'air, it would have escaped with 212 deg. F.
No. I is connected to No. II by a vapor pipe. Tbis v,apor pipe
conducts tbe steam or vapor frQm tbe juice in cell I to steam
drum in cell II, and you see tbe same connection between
Nos. II and III, also III and IV, but No. IV bas its vapor go
into a jet condenser, where they are condensed and drawn Qff
by a vacuum pump. I have also sbown the juice connections
-tbat is, tbe connection which allows the juice under treat-
ment to flow "from one cell to the ot·bel>, As you see, the juice
enters No. I cell, flows tbrough at a rate regulated by tbe
opening or closing of the cocks a, b, c, d, and is drawn out of
tbe IV cell by a syrup pump.
Now imagine -all foul' cells filled with juice as indicated,
and steam is allowed to enter the steam drum at 230 deg.,
which represents about six pounds pressure, and the vacuum
pump, which bas been seta-going and has produced a partial
vacuum in all tbe cells, the juice will boil and give off vapor,
which passes through the vapor pipe into drum of cell No. II,
&c. Y.ou will see in the case I have assumed here that the
difference of tempel'ature between steam in drum No. I and
juice in No. I is 30 degl'ees, and the differences in all othel's
are the same; and this difference is what makes the juices
boil and give off vapors in the different cells, but these differ-
ences only can Ibe maintained by reducing the pressure in the
right proportion, and this is done by the vacuum pump and
condenser.
What I ha.ve said in regmd to difference in temperature is
not quite true. 'l'he differences of temperatures become great-
er in the colder cells than in the hotter ones, and it is easily
explained why it should be so. It takes less energy to evapo-
rate water from thin juice than from syrup.
An ex'ample of differences in pressmes and temperatures
under which a quadruple effect would do good work is the
following:
II
I'!1~
DifL
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By H. G. GINACA.
BilG-ASSE BURNING- FURNAOES.
[Vol. XXIITHE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.
This paper is confmed to conditions as they exist in the Ha-
waiian Islands.
Bagasse is the woody fibre refuse of sugar cane discharged
from juice-extracting machinery, and contains between 40
and 45 pel' cent. water, the rest being combustible solubles,
woody fibre and ash elements. The composition of dry ba-
gasse in round numbers is: 80 pel' cent. volatile matter, 15
per cent. fixed carbon, and 5 pel' cent. ashes.
The percentage of heat required to evaporate the water
contained in the bagasse is not as great as it may appear
to be.
Of the total heat in average bagasse it requires a1bout 10
pel' cent. to evapontte its water, leaving from 3,500 to 4,000
B. T. U. available per pound.
It is difficult to compare the efficiency of the boiler plants
of mills in different localities by the amount of fuel being
consumed. 'l'he amount of fuel consumed to generate a cer-
tain amount of steam depends upon the quality of the ba-
gasse, the efficiency of the furnace, the efficiency of the boilers
and the temperature of t,he :f:eed water. 'fhe amount of steam
required to operate a sugar mill depends upon the efficiency
of the steam-consuming apparatus, the quality of the eane
juices, the amount of maceration and wastes. Some mills
have special apparatus which others do not employ. Owing
to local conditions, some mills pump the water used for con-
densing .and other purposes, while in others it flows to the
mill 1Iy gJ'axiiy. A sUJ'plus OJ' a shortage of bagasse is no
positive indication that the boiler plant in one mill is doing
better 01' wo·rse than t,hat of another.
The most efficient furnace is one which will deliver to the
boiler the greatest weight of g'ases at the highest tempera(ure
from a given amount of fuel.
Furnace efficiency is of little importance to plantations
that have a smplus of bagasse which cannot be utilized for
other purpose~ outside of mill work, but where outside fuel
has to be used in addition to the bagasse from the mill it is
of importance Nmt this matter be investigated, and that the
highest furnace efficiency be obtained.
While this is not a demonstration of the work that is being
done in a multiple effect, I hope t,hat the illustration has been
sufficiently deal' to lead to the next subject on different types
of evaporators.
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I t is my aim in this papel' to describe types of bagasse-
burning furnaces, their operation, defects and possible reme-
dies.
The bagasse-burning furnaces in general use are known as
the "Dutch oven" type, and are from four to six feet in width.
The grates usually adopted are of the step-ladder type. Ba-
gasse is fed to the furnace either by hand or automatically.
Fig. 1 represents a type of furnace as first constructed,
many of which are still in use. The gl'ate bars start from the
rear wall and step upward to the front wall of the furnace at
an angle between 40 and 45 degrees. In the front wall, and
directly above the grate, are the firing-door openings. In the
front wall, and below the firing doors, are the ash-pit doors
leading under the grates. The rear wall is carried upward
and backward, terminating in a bridge-wall underneath the
boiler. In this wall are often introduced hot-air pipes or
passages admitting air high above the grates. The top of
the furnace is arched and projects from the front wall, ter-
minating under t,he front end of the boiler. This type of fur-
nace is usually fed by hand.
Fig. 2 represents a furnace similar' in many respects t{) that
shown in Fig. 1, except that a horizontal grate is introduced
between the bottom of the step-ladder grate and the rear
wall. . A space is usually left between the top of this hori-
zontal grate and the lowest step-Jadder grate-bar for the pur-
pose of removing ashes and clinkers. The horizontal grate-
bars are carried well forward, so that 'bagasse cannot fall in
the ash-pit. Owing to tohe construction of the grate shown in
Fig. 1, when 'a charge of fuel is fed to the furnace by hand, it
piles up in the angle formed by the grated and the rear wall.
The horizontal grate shown in Fig. 2 is an improvement over
that of Fig. 1, as it permits of the easy removal of the ashes
and clinkers, and the bagasse, if fed by hand, becomes more
evenly distributed over the horizontal grate. The furnace is
also extended further beyond the end of the boiler. Through
the mch at the front end is an opening over which is placed
an automatic 01' other arrangement for feeding the bagasse.
Fig. 3 is a modern setting, with the furnaces carried out far
beyond the front of the boiler, making a long arch, all other
parts being similar to that shown in Fig. 2. This type of
setting permits of the opening of the front tube door without
interfering with the feeder, and ~,lso isolates the furnace from
the boiler.
The combustible elements of bagasse with which we have
to deal are carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.
Hydrogen and oxygen combine in the proportion of two
atoms of hydrogen to one atom of oxygen to form water, and
in doing so evolve 62,100 B. T. U. per pound of hydrogen.
Oavbon and oxygen combine in the proportion of one atom of
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carbon and two atoms of oxygen to form carbon-dioxide, and 
in doiJ!,g so evolve 14,650 B. T. U. pel' pound of carbon. This 
is a product of complete combustion. Carbon and oxygen 
combine in the proportion of one atom of carbon to one atom 
of oxyg'en to form carbon-monoxide, and in dolRg so evolve 
4,400 B. T. U. per pound of carbon. Tillis is 'a product of in· 
complete combustion. The great loss of heat due to the in-
complete combustion of carbon is clearly presented i~ the 
difference between the total heat of combustion of carbon-
dioxide and that of carbon to carbon-monoxide. 
Assume that the bagasse automatically fed onto the grates 
at the top is being evenly distributed, and a thick Ibed of fuel 
is burning -at a moderate rate. Immediately oJ.! entering the 
furnace the bagasse becomes scorched by the heat, ani! the 
process of ,evaporating the water and the distillation of the 
volatiles begins. Before the volatiles or hydro-carbons can 
burn, they mnst be in a gaseous condition. The proC('ss of 
evaporation and distillation continues until [111 the lJ1t)istlll'c 
and volatiles of the bagasse are expelled, leaving the free 
carbon and ash elements. Owing to the structure of cane 
fibre, when the v01atiles have been all expelled, the remain-
ing carbon is left in a condition where it easily pulverizes and 
can blow along like dust. While the process of evaporation 
and distillation is going on the bagasse is slowly creeping or 
rolling down the grates, so that the greenest bagasse is on 
top. The bed of fuel is also sinking toward the grate-bars as 
it becomes consumed, so that we have bagasse in all stages of 
distillation from the top of the fuel bed, until nearest the 
grate-bars are the free carbon 'and ash elements. 
It would be a difficnlt matter to determine in detail the ex-
act order of the process of combustion in a bagasse furnace, 
but it is certain, however, that the final results of perfect 
combustion should be carbon-dioxide, water and nitrogen. 
When hydrogen 'and oxygen exist in a compound in the prop-
el' proportion to form water, its constituents have no effect 
on the total heat of combustion. 
As previously stat('d, the caI,bon finds itself in a glowing 
condition nearest to the grate-bars, wllCre it comes in contact 
with the ail' first entering the hed of fnel. The carbon being 
in a state of incandescence, is pl'epar('d to enter into combi-
nation with the oxygen gas in the air to form carbon-monox-
ide or carbon-dioxide and evolve heat. The volatiles or hy-
dro-carbons being distilled will also combine and generate 
heat, provided the supply of oxygen is sufficient and their 
temperature is high rnongh to permit of their nnion. 
In consideration of the great number and variety of inter-
stiers existing in the bagasse and of the various stages of 
combustion to which different portions of the fuel haYe at-
tained, it is evident that in their passage throngh the fire 
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many changes must take place in the composition of the gases. 
Association and disassociation follow in rapid succession. In 
just which combination the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 
gases shall leave the fire and pass to the boiler depends upon 
, the temperature of the gases and the proportion of oxygen 
at hand. 
Owing to the large amount of moisture present in bagasse, 
hea:c is absorbed from the gases and combustibles in the fur-
nace to convert this water into steam. The steam thus gen-
erated becomes superheated till its temperature about equals 
that of the gases and combustibles surrounding it. Consid-
erably more heat is required to superheat the bteam than to 
evaporate the water. No possible gain in heat can be ob-
tained from this steam. If the temperature in the furnace is 
high enou~h, the steam is decomposed into hydrogen and 
oxygen. The heat absorbed by the reduction of one pound of 
steam to hydrogen is much greater in amount than the heat 
generated by the union of carbon with the oxygen thus set 
free and forming either' carbon-monoxide or carbon-dioxide. 
Consequently, the effect of the decomposition of water in the 
presence of incandescent fuel is to chill it. 'TIhis loss may be 
recovered if the hydrogen of the steam is subsequently Iburned 
to form steam again. In practice, it may he doubted whether 
. this restoration is ever complete. If disa>;sociation does not 
occur, some of the heat from the superheated steam becomes 
absorbed by the boiler, but its volume in either case increases 
the velocity of the gases passing its cooling ;:;urfaces. There 
being a IDrge perceniL.ge of combustible gases in the furnace 
above the bed of fuel, if the steam Nlat is absorbing their 
heat reduces their temperature to a point wl.ere they can no 
longer combine, they wiUpass off to the chimney uncon-
sure2d. If too much cold ail' is admitted the sr..me result will 
be obtained. It is then evident that the temperature of all 
parts of the furnace mur,t Ibe kept up hi gill , so that when steam 
or 'air has extracted heat from the combustibles tIley'are still 
at a tempeI'~ture high enough to permit of combustion. It 
is a well-known fact that the condition of success in burning 
bagasse, or other wet fuels, consists in completely surround-
ing it with heated smfaces and rapidly evaporating the 
moisture. 
The fmnace3 shown in Figures 1 and 2 are almost directly 
underneath the front part of t,11e boilers, while that shown in 
Fig. 3 is isolated. In the former ,;ases the gases have a ten-
dency to be cooled by radiation Ibefore leaving the furnace, 
while in the latter case they are not. 
There is a mechanical operation going on all the time in a 
bagasse furnace which is one of the most important to con-
sider. The nitrogen in the air is an inert gas merely absorb-
tng heat from the burning mass, but its large volume, with 
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that of the gases formed, dislodge and carry through the fuel 
the fine particles of glowing carbon that are uncombined. 
These particles of carbon cannot obtain sufficient oxygen gas 
through the grate because the more air that is for'ced through 
t.lle fuel the greater will be the number of particles dislodged. 
Fine particles of bagasse may be carried up by the draft from 
the fuel that will readily burn if the temperature is high 
enough 'and sufficient oxygen is present. It is also doubtful / 
if a large portion of the hydro· carbons from the fuel, on ac· 
count of their rising a'bove the mass, can obtain sufficient 
oxygen gas through the grate for their complete combustion. 
Therefore, in burning bagasse, it is as necessary to supply air 
above the grates as below the grates. All combustibles t,hat 
have risen from tIle fuel bed unconsumed must be brought in 
contnct with oxygen as soon as possible to obtain their com· 
plet,e combustion. In many e)..isting furnaces cold air is be· 
ing introduced in various ways and at various points along 
the path of the gases. This air SllOUld not be introduced any· 
where at rnndom or at anv temperature, but should come in 
contnct with the combustibles as soon as pOl'~sible after they 
leave the bed of fuel. This air should be previously heated 
nnd sent into the furnace at right angles io the Clll'l'pnts rising 
from tIle bmning mass. so that tlle oxygen can hpcome thor· 
oug-hly admixed with tlw combustiblpl' and complete com· 
bustion accomplislled whollv within fhp flll'lH1CP. 
Carbon·monoxide and carbon·dioxide are invisiblp !!nses, s.o 
that the pnrtif'les of incandpscent carbon blown up from the 
hef1 ·of fuel and Nle carbon set free in the hreaking 11P of the 
hvdro·carbons by hf"at, in J'isin!! with tlw gases, manifest 
t 1'emselves to us as flame. The flanw from fnel is the larger 
the morp slowly its combustion is effectpd. If sllfficient oxy· 
g-pn is present ann tllOrourrhl:l" admixpd beforp the tpmpern· 
ture is too low, these paI'ticlpsof incandpscpnt carbon will 
all be COnSl1mPf1. If, 11owpvr1', the partif'les of cUl'hon bpcome 
cooled bplow the temppratl1re of ignition bpfol'e coming in 
contact with oxygrn, tl1PY constitute smo1;:p while floating in 
the gases, 01' soot w,l1<'n deposited on solid bodirs. 
To h'ave an efficipnt boil PI' plant. it is as essential to have 
an efficient fmnace as an rfficient boil PI'. A gOO(} boiler may 
have an inefficirnt furnace, and a pOOl' boil PI' may have an effi· 
cient furnace. Merely asan pxampl<:>, l<:>t us assume that the 
initial temperature of the gases to the boi!er is 1,750 degrees 
Fahr., and leave the boiler at 500 dpgrers, then the heat ab· 
sOl'bed by tlw boiler has 10we1'pd thr tpmp<:>rature 1.~!)0 dp· 
grees. But suppose thp tempprat11l'P of the gasrs to the boil· 
er is increased to. say ~.OOO degl'rps. and leave the hoiler at 
500 degrees, then the heat absorbE'd by the boiler has lowered 
the temperature 1,500 degrees, or 250 degl'E'cs o'\"pl' the former 
case, which is an increase of 20 per cent. For this reason a 
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particles of carbon will be swept through with volatiles and
stearn, appearing as flame. The combustibles. however, ean
be mixed with air introduced over the grate. and their com-
bustion effected. From Nle foregoing there must exist a
thickness of fuel where no surplus air will pass through, and
no air will be necessary above the grate. To obtain tllis con-
dition in practice, however, is impossible. so that the proper
way is to have a thick bed of fuel and meet tIl(' rising earn·
bustibles with air above the grate.
The foreeof NH' draft in a furnace is an important fador
in its efficient operation. The draft furnished by a tall chim-
ney suoh 'as we have in most modern mills is ample for ob-
tainingan intense heat in our types of furnaces when burn-
ing any quality of bagasse. The quality of the bagasse be-
ing burnt requires more or less draft. Bagasse from green
cane burns more slowly than bagasse from ripe cane; there-
fore, in reality it requires more grate surface. In other words,
the weight of bagasse from green cane that can be burnt per
square foot of grate surface in a given time and with a fixed
draft, is less than that which can be burnt of bagasse from
ripe cane. The same is true of the different Wnds of coal.
This would suggest that a variable grate be ma(;e so that the
volume of gases at 'a high temperature is much more efficient
than a larger volume ,at a low temperature. The greater the 0
difference in t€mperatureo1between that of the gases and that
of the boiler, the more rapidly will heat be transferred. Then
for 'an inefficient boiler plant, it is necessary that the furnace
deliver the heated gases to the boiler at &os high a tempera-
ture as possible, its efficiency depending mostly upon this.
H is as necessary in burning bagasse as in burning any
other fuel that there be no air-holes in the burning mass or
uncovered portions of the grate. If fuel is fed on the grate
so Nlat the mass is thick in one place and thin in another, air
more readily passes through the thin places on account of
meeting with less resistanee. The combustion in the thin
places will then be the most vigorous, so t'bat if it is not soon
covered with fresh fuel, an air-hole is formed. As the air
more readily passes through the holes, less passes through
the fuel, thus retarding its rate of combustion. Therefore,
the effect of air-holes or uncovered portions of the grate is to
reduce the rate of combustion of the fuel, lower the temper-
ature of the gases in the furnace, and increase their volume.
It is preferable to operate a bagasse furnace with a thick
bed of fuel for many reasons. It is less difficult to prevent
air-holes or uncovered portions of the grate, and also permits
of the proper distillation of the volatiles. With a thick bed
of fuel it is probable that most of the oxygen in the air will
'b combined before assinO' throuO'h the fuel, but myriads of
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area could be changed to suit the quality of the bagasse. It
would be a difficult matter in practice, so that it is customary
to control the rate of combustion of the fuel by regulating the
force of the draft. This is usually accomplished by partly
closing the ash-pit doors. Where the quality of the bagasse
does not vary much, the area of the grate should be such that
the amount of fuel required to do the work will spread on the
grates in a moderately thick layer and that all the available
draft be employed. The grate surface in all cases should be
proportioned to suit the cOoling surfaces of the boiler. If
the grate surf'ace is too large and a strong draft applied, too
much fuel will be consumed to generate the heat that can be
absorbed by the boiler efficiently. This condition of too much
grate surface exists in many of our present furnaces, but the
excessive amount of fuel burnt per square foot of grate is
prevented by shutting off the draft. 'fhe result is a lower
temperature than could be obtained in the furnace with all
the available draft, and incomplete combustion. In some
cases combustion of the gases occurs in the smoke-flues or
chimney after they have passed through the boilers. If the
bagasse is not fed properly or piles on the top grate bars, so
that it has to be pushed down ;by hand, the draft bas to be
choked, or a great drop in evaporation will occur from sur-
plus cold air. The cause of the improppr fpell in tllis case
should be remedied. Up to a certain limit of draft, provided
all conditions are proper, the heat in the furnnce will be in-
tense. From excessive draft, mechanical difficulties would
arise, such as blowing the bagasse from the· grate. 'roo little
draft causes a smouldering fire and great losses.
Mechanical draft and speeial grate bars haye often been
adyocated. ""Yhen installed, all that has been done is to re-
duce the grate area, operate witb a thick fire and intensify
the draft. If we find it necessary to choke off the chimney
draft in onr furnaces, we certainly do not need a blower or
meehanical draft. All trl1at is req{lired is to cut off the grate
area, and apply all the available chimney draft, by regulat-
ing the damper 01' by leaving the ash-pit doors wide open.
If mechanical draft is insisted upon, then tIl(' induced sys-
tem of mechanical draft is far more effi('ient and convenient
of operation than that of the forced system. Also there is no
better grate than the step-ladder type for burning bagasse
by either system. Any other combination of grates is a
source of trouble.
Does the modern furnace s.hown in Fig. ~ fulfill all the con-
ditions that are necessary for obtaining the highf'st efficien-
cy? In my opinion it does not., and I will tr~' to give my rea-
sons for such a conclusion. A horizontal grate at the lowest
portion of the furnace is desirable for removing the ashes
and clinl,ers. It also allows the bagasse rolling down the in·
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dined grate to spread over and terminate on a grate at the
bottom. The horizontal grates al'e usually about two feet
long, and while propel' for hand firing, they are too long for
an automatically fed furnace that is working properly. _The
l~ear twelve inches of this' grate will seldom be covered, for
you can see from Fig. 3 that the Ibagasse creeping down can-
not spread over the whole area of the grate. To insure that
the grate with an automatically fed furnace is always cov-
ered, it should not be made over 15 inches long.
I will show later on why some engineers desire this grate
to be long. A good indication of too much grate is when a
furnace is operating with the draft partly s.hut off, for rea·
sons previously stated. It is either a case of the boiler too
small to absorb all the heat that could be generated, or the
gl'ate is too large to suit the boiler. It is invariably too much
grate surface. In reducing grate area a most convenient way
is to reduce it from the top where dead grate sometimes ex-
ists. '.rhis can be done with iron plates as shown in Fig. 4.
These plates answer the purpose very well, are cheap,and
may be easily renewed when worn. Tlhe plates can also be
changed in a short time, and by putting on long,er or shol'ter
ones, the grate surface can be altered. The angle of the
plates is such that the bagasse fed onto it can easily slide.
down. As the bagasse is on this plate a few moments, the
dl'ying process begins before it passes to the grate. This plate
is also elevated for the purpose of feeding the bagasse over
the top of the burning mass, and not causing t,he whole mass
to creep down over the step-ladder bars.
- As I have previously stated that the condition of highest
efficiency is to flurround the mass with beating surfaces, the
furnace shown in Fig. 3 does not confine the mass as well as
it can be accompished. As air leaks through the feeder, the
opening shown in Fig. 3 allows it to pass along the ceiling
of the arch to the boiler. '.rhe volatiles and moisture rising
from the green bagasse join the cold air that is entering,
making this a comparatively cool place in the furnace. To
insure that these gases and air are thoroughly mixed and
heated, \ it is advisable to build an aroh as shown in Fig. 4.
This arch will become intensely hot, and protect the front
wall from the heat of the furnace. It also causes the air en-
tering the feeder mouth to Ipass downward and mingle with
the volatiles and moisture I'ising from the green bagasse, and
will heat them intensely.· The war wall shown in Fig. 3
slants baekwlml rapidly, pel'lnitting the direct passage of the
gases from the grate to the bridge wall, and does not confine
them. 'i'he rear wall terminating in the bridge wall should
be carried up and slightly leaning backward, as shown in
Fig. 4:, so as to more completely "urround the hot gases and
bring them more intimately together before leaving the fur-
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nace, thus meeting the condition necessary to obtain the
highest temperature.
It is customary to allow ail' from the ash-pit to pass up
through pipes 01' passages and discharge high above the
grates. Some furnaces take ail' from the ash-pit and deliver
it back of the bridge wall. Some do not make any special
provisions for· admitting air above the grate, but allow it to
pass tln'ough the excess of horizontal grate. Some even make
these bars longer to olbtain this I'esult. In all these cases the
ail' throug,h the uncovel'ed portion of the hOl'izontal grate is
not controllahle independent of the ail' passing through the
bed of fuel. As it is a. common occurrence to see flames ex-
tending to the real' of the boiler, it is thought by some that
by 'bringing ail' in contact with them, that combustion will
be completed, 01' pm'tly so. Such i:,; seldom the case, however,
as their temperature is invariably too low to pel~mit of com-
bustion, so that ail' in this case is a detriment. If combus-
tion is not completed within the fmnace, it is probable that
it will not be accomplished thereafter. '1'11e proper place to
introduce ail' above the grate is as soon as possible after the
combustibles rise from the bed of fuel, as shown in Fig. 4.
This ail' should 'be pl'eviously heated if possible, .and sent in
~t right angles to the gases I'ising from all parts of the fuel
to insUl'e that all the gases are thoroughly mixed. It is nec-
essm'y to have control of this ail' supply, independent of that
under the grate, in order to regulate the amount necessary to
suit the variations in the quaIit;y of the bagasse and the rate
of combustion. All other ail', not passing through fuel on
the gl'ate, should be shut off as much as possible.
By the readjustment of the proportions of the fmnace
shown in Fig. 3 and additions Nlat I ,have mentioned, the fur-
nace shown in Fig. 4 fulfills all the conditions necessary for
high efficiency. Having the fuel well confined between hot
walls, the propel' area of grate to suit the boiler and draft
conditions, the gases at high temperatUl'es, absolute control
of the ail' under and ~lbove the grates, little mOl'e can be done
to obtain complete combustion or increase the efIiciency of
our prpscnt type of furnace. As the boiler is often accused
when the fault lies in the furnace, by delivering to t,lwm
g'ases at high temperatures and at less velocity, their sur.
facl's will become more efficient.
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It waS' the desire to promote imIllligration, whHe avoiding
the evils of the coolie trade, that suggested the Bureau of
Immigration. Kamehameha V said in an address from the
throne in 1867: "Our agricultural enterprises have been
urged forward with such energy on every island of the group
as to render the importation of laborers necessary. I am of
the opinion that the government is the proper agent to carry
out such a measure and 'that means ought to be placed at its
disposal to undertake it promptly. 'f'he wants of our agricul-
ture, the dictates of humanity and the preservation of our
race demand that the government should control this action."
In accordance with the 'king's. recommendation, a com-
mittee of the Privy Council wa::; constituted the Board of
Immigration and instructed to submit "such measures as> may
be necessary to secure tile importation of a sufficient nuruber
of foreign laborers to supply the wants of planters and
others" and to devise "s.uch regulations as may be deemed
expedent, touching the contracts to be made with such labor-
ers, as well as the terms and conditions upon which they are
to be assigned after their arrival in t11is kingdom." The
recommenda:tionsof the Board when approved by the Privy
Council were to have the force of laws.
'fhe principle of state regulation once established, an agita-
tion was &et on foot for t11e refol'm of the labor system, and
various amendment::; of the Mastel' and Servants Act were
proposed. In 1l:'72 the refol'm element secured a majority
vote in the legislature, and a thorough revision of the terms
of the labor contract resulted. For 'the protection of parties
to contmcts authol'ized by section 1417 of the civil code, a law
was passed providing that every contract for service mus-t be
acknowledged by both master and servant before an authoriz-
ed otlicer of the government. 'l'he certificate of aclmowledg·
ment should state that after the contract had been read and
explained to 'the parties, "tlleY sevel'lllly acknowledged that
they understood the same and t11at they had executed the
same voluntarily." An agent 01' recorder for each district
was provided who was directed to causoe money advanced to
the servant to be paid in his presence and to keep an accurate
record of contracts acknowledged befol'e him, "which record
shall set forth the nam:es and residence of the pal'ties, the
date and term of the contract, the amount of advance paid
and the wages stipulated for."
OONTRAOT LABOR'IN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
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The dh;tinction between contract labor and serf labor was
clem'I,)' made. 'l.'he laborer was not bound to the plantation.
The contract e~,tablisiled a personal bond and ceased to be
operative on the deatH of tile master or in case the plantation
cilanged hands. 'l.'his principle was later affirmed by decisions
of tile Supreme Court,!
'fransfers of, contract from one employer to another were not
permitted until the convention with Japan (1886). Such trans-
fers, in the case of Japanese laborers and Chinese undel' tile
l'estl'ictive law of U;U~, were allowed only with the consent
of the employer and labol'el' concerned and with the approval
of the Boal'd of Illlmigration. A labol'er migilt COlllmute any
pol'tion of hi~. tel'lll of service by making ovel' to his employer
tile just pl'oportion of tile sum advanced for his tl'ansportation
expenses.
. The extension of the tel'm of service was cal'efully guarded
against a!mse. "No contract laborer may be compelled to
\Vol'k beyond the tel'm of ilis contract in liquidation of a debt
entel'ed into dUl'ing such tel'lll." Any contmct stipulations
to this eJfect wel'e declared void. "In all cases when any per-
son under contl'act to sene anotiler shall be sentenced· by
any COUl't to make to ilis master satisfaction fol' loss of. time
by desel'tion by wol'1dng fol' a pel'iod of time beyond that
contl'acted fol', he silall be paid his wages fol' such extra 'time
wOl'ked at the rate E.tipulated fOJ' in the contract."· By an
amendm;ent of 1882, the extension of the labol' term as punish-
ment fol' desertion was pl'ohibited. 'fhe recovered servant
might be compelled to serve to the end of his original term
and no mOl'e. A con tl'aet laborer escaping from service might
be fined five dollars fol' the first offense and ten dollars for
each subsequent offense, and in default of pa,)'ment s'hould
be confined at ilard labor until fine and costs were paid.
'Vilen ile had met tile prescribed penalty he was to be re-
stored to ilis master to serve for ,the remainder of his original
term.
In case of ill-usage the servant might secure redresS' from '
the courts as uuder the laws of colonial Vil'ginia.1
L 1887. J Nott' vs. Kanahele. "This is a personal contract and thc
laborer is not bound to the land as a serf." .
lS89. C. Afong vs. Kale. An application for release from contract
on the ground that the laborer had been made to work on a schooner
instcad of on a sugar plantation \Vas not allowed.
2. "Whereas, the Barbarous usage of somc scrvants by cruel T\'1asters,
brings so much Scandal and Infamy to the Country in general, that peo-
ple who would willingly adventnre thcmselves hither, are through fcar
thereof divertcd. and by that means the supplies of particular mcn and
the well scating of his Majcstic's country very much obstructed: Bc it
therefore enactcd, that every master shall provide for his' servants com-
petent Diet, Clothing and Lodging, and that he shaH not exceed the
i
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bounds of moderat'ion in correcting them beyond the merit of their
offenses; and that' it shall be lawful for any Servant, giving notice to
their Masters, having just cause of complaint against them, for harsh
and bad usage, or else for want of Diet and convenient Necessaries; to
repair to the next' commissioner to make his or their complaint; and
if the saidcomnlissioner shall find by just proof that the said servants'
cause of complaint is just, the said commissioner is hereby required to
give order for the 'Warning of such Master to the next' County Court,
where the mat'ter in difference shall be determined, and the servant
have remedy for his grievance." Collection of the laws of Virginia,
n62, Chap. 103. "If any master shall be guilty of any cruelty, mis-
usage or violation of any of the terms of the contract, t'oward any per-
son bound to service under the 14I7th or I4ISth sections (of the Civil
Code), such person may make complaint to any District or Police
}ust'ice, who shall summon the parties before him, examine: into, l1t'ar
and determine the complaint and in all such examinations the com-
plainant shall' be a competent witness; and if the complaint shall be
sustained, such person shall be discharged from all obligations of service
and the master shall be fined in a sum not less than $5. nor more
than $100, and in default of the payment thereof be imprisoned at hard
labor till the sum is paid."
Ruling of the Supreme Court, 1853, The King vs. In re Greenwell:
"The whipping of servants or laborers is not justifiable under t11e laws of
this Kingdom. A master may correct his apprentice with due moder-
ation."
A law of 1876 prescribed that in all contracts where the
length of a day's labor was not specified, nine hours should
constitute a working day. '1'he laborer was entitled to extra
compem:oation for work in excess of such time. A law of 1~84
further guarded the laborer's interests: "\Vhereas laborers
serving under written contracts are sometimes oppressed
through having theil' wages. excessively reduced for lost time,
every laborer sel'ving under written contract shall be entitled
to his full pay under the conti'act, according to the time he
has worked, and no master sl1all deduct from the wagel? of
any such laborer for lost time, mOl'e than the amount of
money representing such lost time."
A law of 1880 fixed a sanital'Y standard for plantation
"camps." A tenement for contract labol'el'S must be buil't
eighteen inches' from the ground with a water-tight roof and
must provide three hundl'ed cubic feet of airspace for each
adult lodger, "and thl'ee hundred for two children; the house
must 'be kept in good repair and white-washed frequently; the
yard must be well-drained and free from rubbish; a cess-pool
must be pl'ovided for evel'y six adults. 'rhe penalty for non-
compliance with anyone of these requil'ements was fifty dol-
lars. 'rhe officers of the board of health were to have free
acce:;:.s to the labUl'ers' quarters. The Board of Immigration
had full power to direct the course of immigration and to
determine from what source the "foreign laborers" should be
derived. By the king's ordinance of Uili5, private persons
were prohibited from introducing bound laborers into the
kingdom without the express license of the Board of Immi-
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gration. Heavy penalties were imposed for evasion of <this
prohibition. Planters were fined $SOO and ship-mas,ters $100,
for each offense.
The immigration system so regulated, compares favorably
with the coolie trade in its best estate as practiced in British
Guiana under the Consolidated Immigration Ordinances of
1864 and 18U1. 'rhe work of the Bureau of Immigration in
prescribing the number of labol'ers to be imported, the coun-
tries from which they might be drawn, the ves-sels in which
they ·might be carried, the accommodations, that must be
afforded them at sea and in port, the terms of the contracts
to be made with them, and the living and working conditions
on the plantations to which they were assigned, is closely
analogous to that of the immigration agent general of British
Guiana and his s-taff of deputies, clerks and physicians. The
Bureau of Immigration sent inspectOl's on a circuit of the
plantations foUl' times a year ,to make SUl'e that the laborers'
dwellings were kept up to the required sanitary standard,
and that sufficient medical cm'e was provided. The inspectors
were fUl'ther empowered to investigate all complaints, to soet-
tIe disputes wherever possible and to arrange for commuta-
tions and t1'ansfers of service. Biennial repOl'ts were made
to the legislative assembly (printed 1882-1899) in which the
policy of the Board was set forth and recom;mendations for
improving UpOll the immigration s.ystem submitted. After
1886, a detailed report Oil the six'ty odd plantations was in·
cOl'porated, stating the number and nationality of laborers
and the sanitary conditions for each, and reporting breaches
of the law, malt'l'eatment of laborers, etc.! It is worthy of
remark that the provisions for the well-being of the laborer
which were imposed upon the planters and the government
of Guiana by Parliament and the Colonial Office, were adopt-
ed by a representative legislatUl'e in Hawaii in the interest
of the public good. ;:'
There are tlll'ee points of advantage in favor of the Indian
coolie. First, the system: of recruiting in India is under the
supervision of the protector of immigrants hI Calcutta. The
Bureau of Immigration maintained an authorized recruiting
agent at Madeira, at Honglwng, and at Yokohama and speci·
fied the vessels of steamship lines by which iuunigrants might
be transported. It could not in the nature of things go fur·
ther. Second, the wages of the laborers' transported to British .,
Guiana were not fixed in advance. and the indenture when
made out at Georgetown bound the coolie to serve a given
3, In the report for 1897, c. g., there is an account of a riot which had
occurred on Lihue plantation, Kauai. The inspect'or investigated, the
head luna was discharged and the manager reprimanded and told that
he would be held to strict account for the better treatment of his labor-
ers in fut'ure.
, !
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'fhe figures sl10w a hig11 average wage in case of the free
laborer, but the majority of contmd laborers were serving
for tlle first term or were inferior men w110 could find em-
pfoyment only undet' contrad and at low wages.
Any impartial study of the proceedings of the Board will
disclose a persistent and s,ustained efTort to secure immigran1s
who would be desirable not only as laborers but as citizens.
'fhe ·initial attempt to bring in natives of the South Sea
islands, men and women, has already been recited. 'fhe hope
of thus renewing rthe aboriginal race was not abandoned,
though the people thus introduced were for the most part
discouraging material both as· labOl'crs and as citizens. As
late as 1883 a shipment of thirty South Sea Islanders is re-
cOl:ded. In the twenty years from 1865 to 1885, 2448 Polyne-
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Free Laborers.
$20.64 per mout11.
22.25 "
18.84 "
17.47 "
18.56 "
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Contract Laborers'_
flawaiian . . $18.G8 per montho
Portuguese . .. _. . . . . .. 19.53 "
Japanese . . 15.58 "
Chinese . 17.Gl "
South Sea Islander. . . . .. 15.81 "
master for five years without stipulated wages.. 'rile law pro-
vided that the remuneration of the coolie might not be less
than that of the free laborer and 't11at t11e task assigned 11im
might not be Jleaviel'. T11e practice of leaving t11e compen-
sation of t11e importJd laborer to be determined by t11e condi-
tions of the free labor market t11rew upon 11im the responsi-
bility of determining 11is wage-rate-a responsibility to which
he, a s.tranger and a bondsman, was 11ardly adequate. The
legal minimum was fixed at a shilling a day for five daJs
work a week. 'fhe average earnings of a good workman were
estimated at two shillings. T11e earnings of the Portuguese
coIl!tmct laborer w11o, in 1877, was guaranteed by the Boal'd
of Immigmtion ten dollars a month wit11 fuel, lodging and
food were considerably better. 'r11ird, t11e Hindoo coolie who,
at the end of hilS five years, was re-indentmed for a second
five year term was given a bounty of fiftJ dollars, amounting
to the cos,t of return passage. 'fhe laborer was more valuable
in his second 'term than in t11e first because he had becom~
thoroug11ly acclimatized, familiar wit11 plantation life, and a
skilled workman. The Hawaiian government offered no such
inducement, but the laborers not unfrequently re-engaged for
a second and even a thil'd term, steady employment at ad-
vanced wages proving a sufficient inducement. Experienced
laborers, w11et11er free or under contract, commanded 11ig11er
wages.
In the report of 1888-1890, the Board of Immigration esti-
mated plantation wages as follows:
.NOY.,1903,] .
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sians were brought into the Hawaiian Islands. A bare six
hundred remain, only forty-six being plantation laborers.
Plans were early set on foot for inducing free immigration
from the Azores, the Canary, and the <Jape Verde Islands.
'rue impoverished state of these Portuguese settlements, after
the failure of their vineyards, gave reason to hope that the
supertluous population might be drawn to a land where de-
mand for labor was in excess of supply; but it soon became
evident that 'the Portuguese would not undertake the long
journey to an unknown country without artificial stimulus.
Reverting to the Orient, the Board in 1865 commissioned Dr.
Hillebrand, a man of scientific attainments, to make a tour
of China, Japan, Malaysia, and India with a view to studying
the labor possibilities of these over-populated regions and
making recounuendations that might serve as a basis for a
systematic seheiue of immigration.
But the theories and aspirations of the Board and of such
doctrinaires as Gibson were continually held in check by the
incessant demand of the planters for an immediate supply of
laborers. Again and again the exigencies of the sugar crop
proved a more potent argument than any hypothesis as, to the
ultimate good of the state. The immediate necessity could
best be met by the importation of Chinese coolies. The immi-
gration table shows conclusively that the stream of Chinese
innuigrution received no perceptible check from the establish-
ment of the Board. Ten years earlier Prince Liholiho, in an
address before the Hawaiian Agricultural Society, had put
the matter in a nut-ehell : "Chinese have been introduced
here, and more are on their way hither. With all their faults
and a considerable disposition to liang themselves, they have
been found very useful. Suffice it to say that some of our
largest sugar and coffee plantations are now chiefly depend-
ent upon them for the principal amount of labor done. That
they might be better than they are ought not to be used as
an argument against them. That they are procurable, that
they have been procured, that their wages are reasonable,
that you can calculate on retaining them for a certain term,
that the climate suits them and that they me handy in the
house and in fields are great facts. Excepting what relates
to these coolies, all that bears upon the subject of imported
labor, is just theory and speculation."
.Forced to fall back upon China, the Board of Immigration
directed its attention to improving the conditions of the coolie
trade and to securing a class of inunigi-ants that might prove
less harmful to the social Interests of the islands. Dr. Hille-
brand's first step was to arrange for the transportation of
five hundred Chinese laborers. Reliable recruifiug agents
were selected, and Rev. Mr. Lobscheid, formerly a missionary
in Honglcong, was made responsible for the physical well-
being of the immigrants. Twenty-five per cent of the people
4, The cost of importing one of these lahorers was as follows:
Recruiting. lodg-ing in Hongkong. two suits clothes. provis-
ions for voyage , , , , , $2;'
Passage money . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Commission .. .. 4
Board expenses 10
Medical attendance a
Bonus paid to men , , , 8
Bonus paid to women , 20.
The expenses of transportation ($60) were met bv the plant'er who en-
gag-cd the lahorer's services. hut all except the hOl1ns and the Board
expenses were treated as an advance and deducted from wages month
hy month. Thus the final cost' of this lahor was 1e~s than ~hat of ~he
Chinese first imported. hut even so there was 110 dlfficultv 111 serurlng
them. Vlit11 wages at $4 per month and $2 as a NC'w YC'ar's gift. the
coolie earnNI in three years $150 ill addition to the honns of $8. After
having made good the advance payment ($42 ) he would hav~ earned
$II6. Since all living expen~es. food. shelter,. f~lel and clothmg were
provided him, the bulk of tlus sum was clear gam.
I',
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were to be women, and they were shipped in two commodious.
vessels as a precaution against disease. The horrors of the
coolie trade as carried on by the Portuguese at l\faca,o called
forth a vigorous denunciation from the good Doctor.!
IThe Chinese were entirely satisfactory as laborers, but they
were regarded with little favor by the Hawaiians· and by the
artisan class who did not look upon the sugar industry as the
corner-stone of the state. Their vigorous protests induced
the Board to try another experiment. Negotiations were
opened through the Hawaiian ronsul in Japan for the intro-
duction of laborers from ,that kingdom. The Japanese gov-
ernment furthered the project, and in 1868 one hundred and
forty-eight immigrants were secured. They were under con-
tract for three years' s.ervice at four dollars per month for
men and three dollars per month for women. Two Japanese
head-men were provided for each gang of twenty-five laborers,
and were paid one dollar per month addHionaI. Ahead-man
for the whole company was paid $150 a year, with living ex-
penses, for his services as interpreter and mediator. All
romplaints were to be laid before the Board and there adju-
dicated. The system of fines for minor offenses. in vogue on
some plantations., was abolished so far as these lahorers were
roncerned. All cost of transportation was met by the em-
ployers. and food, lodging. and medicine were to be provi<led
free. The experiment might have heen a permanent success
hut for misunderstandings due to the ignorance of the inter-
preters. The Japanese government hecoming alarmed for the
safety of the people. sent a rommission of inquiry to Hawaii.
The commissioners reportl'd. w~Ve have l'verywlwre found '\"lUI'
countrymen wl'll cared for and killdl~' trl'ated hy their em-'
ployers." Notwithstanding, the Japanese authorities refused,
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for the time being, to consider any further propositions for 
immigraHon under labor contract. 
i'l'he reformed immigTation s;ystem was hardly in full 0I!era-
tion when the Reciprocity Treaty with the United States gave 
a marked stimulus· to sugar culture and produced an even. 
more insistent demand for labor. To meet this emergency, 
,the Board commissioned Dr. Hillebrand, then residing in the 
Azores, to arrange for the tra.nspol'tation of Pol'tugnese labor-
ers. The terms offel'ed in the contracts of 1877 were most 
generous.1 
Passage money was to be prepaid and refunded to the planter 
only in cas·e the laborer withdrew from his contract before 
the expiration of the three year,;' term, and then proportion 
to the amount of service unperformed. Employment was 
guaranteed by the Board at the rate of $10 for men, $6 to $8 
for women, with food, lodging and medical attendance pro-
Yided. A day',; ration was to consist of one pound of beef or 
one·half pound of fish, fresh 01' salt as might be bes·t obtained, 
one and one·half pounds of riC'e, one·half pound of taro or 
other Y('getable, one-third onnc(' of tea. Garden ground was 
to b(' supplied in immediate C'olllwetion wHh the house. The 
greater cosi: of i'his labol' was. made good by the superior 
('ffi('i('n('Y of ElII'opeans. Reel'uitillg agents in the Azores 
were thus illstruct('d by the Board: "vVe are particularly 
5. Labor Contract of 188,:;: "This agreement. entered into hetween 
Augusto <la Silva Moreira and Hoffnung. agent' of the Board of Immi-
gration. vVitnesseth :-That whereas the llarty of the second part is 
desirous of emigrating to the Hawaiian Islands. there to be employed 
as an agricultural laborer. under the direct'ion of the; Board of Immi-
gration: Nnw. therefore. in consideration of a passage to the Hawaiian 
Islands on hoard the steamship Hat~sa and a further undertaking by 
the party of the first part t11at the ,aid Board of Immigration wiII pay 
or cause to be paid. to the party of the second part. wages at the rate 
of $9 per 1110nth. with board and lodl!;ing for himself and children un-
der twelve years of age, for each and every month of 26 days' service 
faithfuIIy performed during the existence of this agreement (a day's 
service to he ten hours in the field and twelv(: hours in the sugar-house) ; 
such wap;es to he paid at the end of each calendar month, reckoning 
from the date of the commencement of snch service after arrival at 
Honolulu.-and in consideration of a fmther nndertaking on the part 
of the party of the first part to secure the party nf the second 11art fnII 
protection under the H8.waiian law. ;lS fully as the same is enjoyed by 
the native horn subjects of the kingdom. and likewise in c:\se of sick-
ness that he shall be supplied with proper medical attendance and that 
the said children shall he properly in,tr11ctcd in the native schools. 
the said party of the second part will dulv anrl faithfullv llerform such 
lawf111 and proper lahar ~s he mav he directed to perform under the 
auspiecs of the said Board of 1l11migr~tinn for the term ()f three years. 
counting from the day on which he shall coml11ence such service after 
arrival in the kingdom of Hawaii. it heing always under"toml that the 
c?ntracted party shall not work on Sunday or 'on any holiday recelg--
11Ized by the government, and that his services shaII not be transferred 
without his consent." . 
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desirous that no underhand or unjust means of any kind be 
used in inducing rthese people to emigrate. All that come 
shall be well used. Eyery promise made in the contracts shall 
be faithfully carried out." The Board made good itl;,. assur-
ances by promptly investigating complaints as to insufficient 
food and . medical attendance on the voyage. It was made 
evident thai there was no more sickness among the passen-
gers than was inevitable to the long voyage around the Horn. 
The arrival of the first Portuguese was an event of critical 
importance to the industrial and s,oeial future of ·the Islande. 
There were eigbrty men, forty women and sixty children. The 
Portuguese consul at Honolulu. Mr. Perry,. supervised the 
signing 'of their contl'tlcts, allowing them full liberty to choose 
their employers. In accordance with the instructions of the 
Board. families were not separated in the assignment of labor-
ers. The planters expres'sed themselYes as so well content 
with this experiment that steps were taken to place Portu-
guese immigration on a permanent basis. Mr. Hutcheson was 
appointed Hawaiian consul at MadeiJ'a. with a yiew to facili-
tating the recruiting of immigrants. while Hoffnung and Co" 
ship-masters of IJondon. were comissioned to transport from 
one thoumnd to ten thousand people a't ninety (1011 aI'S per 
capita, TIl(" cost of transportation was i'o he rpfunnpd by the 
men, Half the passage of women and the entire passage of 
children would be met by the Roard, Thp proportion of 
women was ,to be from thirty-five to fad", pel' ('pnt_ Children 
were allowed at the rate of two to a family. Thp announce-
ment that twelye hundred Portuguesp wel'p'on thp way to the 
Islands gaY(~ gpneral satii",faction. 
Comic, therefore. was the disma)' of i'1w Roard when rf:he 
Ravenscrag arriyed with one 'hundl'pd and l'hil'ty-three men. 
one hundred and ten women and onp 1111nnred and seventy-
six children, Lafer shipments were eyen mOl'p unprofitable 
from the plml.ters' point of yipw_ Thp PoJ'i:ngnpsp persisted 
iii. bringi'ng their familips. male and f('malp. yonng and old, 
till the Rom'n ,,'as for ('eo. to make a new arrangement. The 
nlanter'Rshm'e of thp ('m"r of transpoJ'i:ing the WOI11('n was to 
be pain in montlJ1~' dpdnrtions fl'om the wag'ps of thp mpn and 
women concerned. C'hildrpn from twelye to thiJ'i:epn veal'S 
mighi' hp conll'aded to lahar at fonr dollars PPI' month: chil-
dren from thirl'epn '1'0 fonri'ppn )'pars at fivp dollars. from 
fomteen to fift('en y('ars at six nollars pel' month. PasRage 
m~oney for ('hildl'pn lInd('1' 1'\v('l\'e veal'S waR still to he met 
hy th~ Roard. '1'hp hp:wy ('xppndH;lI'es of tllP gOYPl'nment on 
i'his a('('o11nt ('0111(1 only h(' made good in the com's,p of ~rears 
wh('n these unwel('ome ('hildrpn bpcame tax-naying citizens.' 
From the bpginning the governor of 'Madeira han made 
difficnlty about the labor contracts. sompiimes annulling them 
out·right so ,that the men arl'h'ed under no further obligation' 
than to repay the cost of their transportation, an obligation 
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easily shirked. In 1881 H. A. P. Carter was sent to Lisbon 
as minister plenipotentiary for the purpose of placing th~ 
emigration of laborers from the WeE,tern Islands to Hawaii 
on a treaty basis. He succeeded in negotiating a convention 
between Portuga.l and the Hawaiian Islands in which it was 
agreed: 1. That contracts fO!' service were to be binding on 
both parties; 2. That adeCluate protection was to be afforded 
the immigrants under the Hawaiian law; 3. That immigrant 
ships should conform to specified requirem'ents in regard to 
space, Quantity and ouality of food. medicine, mnitation, etc. 
The shipments of the next three years amounted to seven 
thousand seven hundred. yet tIle laborers commanded better 
and better wages. In 1884. tIl(' Board was constrained to 
offer six-teen dollars a month with lodging and fuel but with-
ont food. with the further promise of an allowance of two 
dollars fl. month for one child and four dollars for two or 
more. This unlooked for surrender of a long conte.,ted point 
was occasioned hv 'the dread sirrns of exllllustion in this much 
p,rized lahor surnly. In 1884.' Hoffnung wrote: "Our agent 
at Rt. 1\fiehaels finds it lesR easy ,to recrnit emigrants from 
that island from which we have already taken some six thou-' 
p,and 01' seven thonsand sonls. Hp informs ns that all wages 
have recently been d01lbled nnd there m'e other signs that 
the snrplns nopnlntion has been disposrd of. Moreover the 
Rl'azilinn nnd O'thrr ,rrovprnments nl'e now offel'ing spedal in-
ducem('nts to emigrnnts for theil' I'espective conntries. and the 
competition is cnl'ning off n !!,ood mnn:v to othel' fields of 1nbor 
whom we hnil nnticinnt('d hping nblp to purrage for the Ha-
wnii:lll Tslands." 1'11(' wfl]'ninl! wnf" onicklv fnlfilled. ship-
ments of POl'tnP'l1psP ilwin(11rn to 278 in 188E'J. nnd censpd al-
,torretllPI' nftpI' 1888. Of tlop fOlll't('en thonF:nnd Po-rtugnese 
hrOlH!lJt ,to i'lw Hnw::liinn Tslnnds. few r('tnl'npil. to their native 
land: hnt. to th(' disnnnointmpnt of tllP plnntpl's. very few 
WpT'P willinf: to l'rnpW 1'11('il' lahol' coni-t'ncts fl't the pxpi1'l1tion 
of thp Ool'ip'il1nl tpl'm. T1wv Pl'pf(,1'l'PC1 to I'('nt n hit of lnnd and 
cnltiYflt(' on th('il' own nccount. The plnnter's loss waR the 
g'nin of tl,p shlt('. Thp POT'tngu(,,8P flI'(" today the small farmer 
c1nss [lnd th(" hnekhonp of tlH' coff("(" indnsi-t'y. 
Oth(,I' SOlll'C("S of snpplv hnd nlJ'("ndy h("('n ni-trmptpd. The 
("V("I' r("SOI1 l'cf'f111 Gihsonh fH1 nT'onos("e1 (18(j8) to 8(,(,,111'e 1\f aT ny-
sinn~ fl'om th(" oY('rnolmhlt("(1 i~lnnc1~ of th(, Orient. Objec-
tions on Hl(, J)11J·t of 1'11(' nllj'ph !"OY("I'nnl("nj- thwartpo this pn-
tpl·nri!",p. hilt fOT' y("m'!': to ('olllPj-h(> 111111(' thai- fl'om .Tflyn nnd 
Rllmni'J'n mirrht h(" (1("I'iy('(1 fl n()nnl:liioll nl,in to the HawaiinTI 
:l TId C:1 nn hl(' of I'pstorinl! that (1(>I':1yin IT l'n c(". 11ovel'(>d on tll(> 
11ori7,On ns n vision t11nt mi<rllt l'("fI(1ily h(" J"('nli7.("d. "''iT. N. 
Armsh'ol1fT. who nccomnaniP(l Knlakfll1:l on his iOl11'l1("Y I'onnil 
thp \\'01'1(1 in 1RR1. Wll~ commi!'lsion(>ij to stndv tllP l:1hor nosfli-
hilitips of the conni-t'i("s v i ,<litp(1. TIp oncr nno fOT' nIl oi!",npllpf1 
the Malay mirage by calling- fl'ttention to the fad that the 
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Malaysians were not the labor reliance of the lands where 
they dwelt, and that the Dutch government had been obliged 
to allow the importation of Chinese coolies. The l<eciprocity 
year saw H. A. P. Cartel' sent ,to England to negotiate for the 
importation of East Indians as contract laborers. This hllpe-
ful pl'oject was disapproved f'1'o111 the start by the Ea~.t Indian 
authorities, who successfully blocked negotiations. 'Persist-
ell't inquiry demonstrated that the British goYel'nment would 
consent to no scheme of emigration that did not provide for a 
first-hand snpervision of the laborers by p'rotector~. responsi-
ble to the Colonial Office. This proviso effectnally disposed 
of all hope of Hindoo labor. A proposition to hnport negroes 
from the southern S'tates 01' from Kansas was considered by 
the Board in 1880, and General Arm'strong of the Hampton 
Im:.titute was refluested to report upon its feasibi1it~r. The 
actual invrstigation and repm·t was made by 'V. N. Arm-
strong, beranse General Armstrong was too much orcnpied 
to undertake it. The report was discouraging. The cost of' 
t,ransportation would be great and it was belie\'ed that the 
negro would be quite unwilling to enter into any lahor con-
. 'tt'ad that might be penally enforreo. The proposition was 
finall~r set aside hy a resolntion of the Hawaiian I.,egislatnre 
disapproving the introduction of negro laborerS!. 
Some of the more public-spirited planters now tmneotl1Pir, 
attention to Europe as a possible recruiting ground. ,In the 
lands where the climate was severe and nature provided··but 
a sparse subsistence, surely men might be found willing, may 
p;lad, to migrate to the "Parnside of the Pacific." One ·hun-" 
dred and twenty-foul' Germans, men, women, and children, 
were imported as contract laborer.) in 1880. They proved' 
highly satisfactory as laborers and as citizens, but they did 
not long remain agriculturists. After serving out his three 
years' term:, a German l'eadily found a position as luna. or 
maoe his wav il1'to a trade. It was not rasy to s(,(~llI'e fnrther 
~.hipments. 'The trend of emig',ration fl'on~ Grl'many was to 
the United Rtates where land might be had on easy terms. 
Not more than fift('en hundred Germans in all engaged for 
contract labor in Hawaii. 
In the same yeal' Castle and (iooke, en'i'el'pl'ising merchants 
of Honolnlu, obtained lwrmission to import Rcandinavlans 
nno<"r InbO!' contracts. 'fhe Board a~reed to pa~r 11a lfpnssnge 
for the WOI\I('l1 bronght in and fnll pnssngf' for ('hildren. Five 
hundred and fifty immigrants were the rf'suH of thlE' venture'. 
The;v were l'('adily pla,ced all planta'tioTls, hnt hm'dly were they 
domiciled than fUl'io11s protests w<"I'e s('nt ill to the Board alld 
to the home goYel'llment- n~ainsi: the ratiolli'l nnd flnartCl's pro-
vided. The complaints showpd n ('omlll('te i!!IlOl'nllre of the 
new living rondHionK For ('xnmnle, 1'11(' lad;: of butter and 
potatoes was regarded as a bnl'dship. Butte'r alld Irish 'pota-
toes were imported from San Francisco and were luxuries 
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reserved to the tables of the rich. Further, the cottages were 
thought uninhabitable because between the roof and the sid-
ing was ail interval of several inches. This means o·f ventila-
tion is necessary to health in a plantation camp in Hawaii. 
The charges were promptly investigated by the Board and 
by a commissioner sent out by the Swedis'h government. The 
commissioner unhesitatingly pronounced the accusations fri-
volous and said that the people were faring far better than 
in the homes from which they came. They had been hastily 
recruited in the seaports and had no liking for agricultural 
labor. Their real grievance was that they were under con-
tract to work for twenty dollars a month when they might 
have been earning from two to four dollars a day at various 
trade~. Some of these laborers. absconding, carried their 
complaints to America and fonnd there a more sympathetic 
audience. The San Francisco Chronicle in June. 1881. pup-
lished a sensational article on the "modern slavery" permitted 
in the Sandwi~h Islands. English and German papers copied 
the statements, and a. new '1lOi'l'or was exploited by the Euro-
pean press. A' vigorous refutation was drawn up and s,igned 
by one hundred and six German residents in the Islands. 
"Personal freedom is. thanks to a. well-regulated legislation. 
as secure here as in those countries which Claim the higheslt 
civilization. and the legal decrees eoncerning the relation be-
t'ween employer and working-man are entirf>ly jm;t nnd found-
ed on those now in f'xistence in the Unitf'd States of America." 
, Meantim:e the importation of Chinese roolies went on apace. 
Laborers were always to be had in unlimitf>d quantity and on 
easy' terms from thnt swnrming hive of men. In 1875, the 
legislature hnd attarlwd a rider to the appropriation for the 
encouragement of agrirllHul'El nnd immigration. f',tipulnting 
that no P~1.l,t of the sum should bf> used for the transportation 
of C1hi'nese. exrepting the bonus on women imported. But 
cooileseontillllf'd to be brought in by p1'ivate pridies with the 
more or If'sS rf'ludnnt ron~ent of the Board of Immi!!ration. 
TlH' numbf>r rose from (i~' in 1875. to ~.(i5~ in 1880 and 
4.295 in 1884. Ry 188(i tIl(' C1hincse in the Islands numbcl'f'd 
tWf'nty thousand. nne-fonl'th of the total ponnlntion. but only 
5.605 of thf'f'tf>' "rere pl:mtation laborers. The f'mancipated 
coolies fonnd their way into. ytll'ions iT:Hlps, SO]1W wprf' small 
shop-keepers: some had J'ented land and wpre rultivating rire 
and 'vegetables. many weJ'e ea')'ning [tond ,,'ag'ps at fliYcJ'se 
&ldlled trades. ReJ'iolJ~ a~ WPJ'P '111p ohiedions 10 the C1hinese 
on moral !!I'Ollllds. they wel'P lJif!hh sati~fador~' a~ workmen. 
-peaeeablf'. intplligent and ),pliah1e. 'MO)'pO\'er. thpy cost 
less than the othel' laborers ayailahle. The initial rORt of 
trans'pol"flltion waR rOllRioe)'ah1;, 1pss than fo)' EllI'olwan 1abor-
ers.nnd John Chinaman had. no women. and C'lJild)'en to be 
provided for. 
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Public sentiment finally over-mastered the wishes of the 
planters. Agitation against the importation of Chinese was 
strong in the ea·rly eighties. Public-spirited Hawaiians' pro-' 
tested against their vices, as a corrupting element in the body 
politic. Artisans complained that their competition was 
lowering wages and ,the siandard of living. But the menace 
to public health involved in importing shiploads of OriEmtal& 
was perhaps the argument that told m:ost heavily against 
them. In 1881 the Septima arrived at Honolulu with 'six 
hundred and ninety·nine Chinamen aboard and six cases of 
smallpox. The pa~'sengers were detained in quarantine,the 
sick being removed, until all danger of further outbreak had 
passed. Soon after these men had been placed on plantations 
several other hamp steamers aI'rived in similar plight. The 
ordinary <luarl1ntine accommodations proved entirely inade-
Cluate. and the suspects w('re housed in make-shift quarters 
with n gllal'd to pl'event thei·!' escape. Complaints were for-
wl1rdPd to the Chinese MinistPI' at 'Washington nlleging that 
the coolies had be('n confinC'd within a stockade guarded by 
soldiC'rs and so forced to sign contracts prejudicial to their 
intC'I'C'sts. Tbe old seandflls conc(,l'l1ing slavery in Hawaii 
wC're I'eviv('d, much to the chflgl'in of all patriotic citizens. 
In 1883 the first l('gislative restriction on the importation 
of Ohinese was imposed. No more than six hundred were to 
h(' fldmitted in any conseeutive thl'C'e months. and they were 
to be t!'flnspol't('d in no vessels but those of the two regular 
!inC's. the Pacific Mail and the Oriental and Occidental. These 
l'est!'irtioiu\ w('re resented by the planters and a protest was 
addressed to the minister of the interior by the Planters' As-
sociation on August 27, 1884. 
'. The petition of the undersigned planters and other employers of 
labor respectfully represents that their several busines, enterprises are 
suffering in conse(]ucnce of the scarcity of suitable lahoren to perform 
the necessary work which their several husiness enterprises require, 
and rlemand, And bv reason of the scarcitv of laborers. wages for 
t111skilled lahor. field hands. clc., are ~o high that the plitnters and 
other employers, under existing adverse circum<tances. cannot afford 
to pay the ruling rafe of wages. and consequent disaster threatens their 
several enterprises. , 
And as the Chinese are acknowledged to he the best and most eco-
nomical laborers in the kingdom for general plantation ancl other' work. 
ancl knowing that additional numhers of Chinese in the Kingdom would 
maferially relieve the existing difficulties: 
Therefore, your petitioners prav that it may please Your Excellency, 
to encourage. and, as far as possihle. provide for and allow a further 
and free immigration of Chinese from China and elsewhere into this 
Kingclom. to the number of 500 ;Jclult men per month, until all de-
manels of labor shall be fully supplied, 
The intent'ion of this petition is not to interfere with or check the 
immigration of Portugue~e, Japane,:e or others. which people can be 
employed at other and higher classes of work. and thereby earn the 
higher rates of wages paid them. " " ' .. 
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'A struggle between the planters and the press ensued, the 
former· representing ihe industrial and the latter the social 
interests of <the Islands. Mindful of the fact that the pros-
perity of the sugar plantations was fundamental to the pros-
perity of aU other bus-iness, the government provided agains:t 
an actual shortage of labor by negotia'ting for a liberal im-
portation of Japanese. Three thousand contract laborers were 
imported and a labor convention with Japan concluded, in 
anticipation of more drastic legislation against the Chinese. 
The decade from 1885 10 1895 saw no less than four enact-
ments on the vexed question of Chinese immigration. A law 
of 1885 prohibited any shipmaster from bringing in more than 
twenty-five Chinese who could not show pass-ports proving 
previous residence in the Hawaiian Islands. In 1886 was 
passed an exclusion act qui'te as rigid as the Geary Law. "No 
Chinese passenger shall be allowed to land at any port in the 
Hawaiian Kingdom unless such passenger be the bearer of a 
pass-port" proving previous residence. The only exceptions 
allowed were merchants for a limited term, wives and chil-
dren of resident Chinese, officials representing the Chinese 
government, teachers and ministers of ihe gospe1. 
(To be continued.) 
----:0::----
SUGA.R IN FRANCE. 
Beginning today in France, sugar which has heretofore sold 
for 1.10 francs (21.23 cents) per kilogram (2.2046 pounds) will 
be sold for 70 to 75 centimes (13.51 to 14.475 cents). This re-
duction 'is due to a lowering of the internal-revenue tax from 
64 franc~ to 25 francs ($12.352 to $4.825) per 100 1dlograms 
(220.46 pounds), a result of the Brussels conference, wherein 
the agreement was made by France, Germany, Austria, Hun-
gary, Belgi:nm, Apa'in. England, Italy, the Netherlands, and 
Sweden to suppress all direct and indirect premiums accorded 
sugar exporters, thus reducing b? nearl? $10,000,000 the an-
nual income of the French sugar indm;try. 
, Rpain and Italy have built sugar factories. which will prob-
ably supply their peoplps' in the near futurp. \Vhat, then, wHI 
be done with the sl11'plus production of France, German?, and 
Austria? The output of France is nearly double that of its 
consumption, 'and the Goyernment has heen bmw since the 
objpct of the Rrussels sugar conference threatened to become 
a reality to devise some meanE' to disposp of this excess. The 
Rimplpst wa:v seemed the bpst-to 10w(>1' the int(>rnnl-revenue 
tax that the p<>ople might buy sl1gnr ch<>nper nnd thl1s buy 
more, on the same basis that a rpduction of postage increnses 
the buying of stamps. England furnishes an example of this·. 
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In 1848 in' that country the internal-revenue tax amounted 
to $5.95 pel' 100 pounds, at which Hme the consumption pel' 
inhabitant was 20 pounds. Because of successive reductions 
of this tax, until 1~74, when all tax was removed, the con-
sumption of sugar douoled. 'l'o-day it bas quadrupled, being 
100 poundS! pel' head. Fl'anc~ does not uope for sucl! results 
as tuis, as an Englishman drinks sweetened tea much after 
the manner a l!'l'enchman drinks wine; but it is certain that 
home consumpt·ion will considerably increase. In Gel's, a 
part of southwestern France, purely agricultural, and where-
in thel'e are no fiscal taxes, the indIvidual consumption is ex-
actly tHe B'ame as in Switzerland-55 pounds per inhabitant. 
IAt present in France each inhabitant consumes not guite 
36.75 ppunds. 'fo consume the total pi'oduction of the country 
this amount must be increased to 66 pounds, an increase 
which, if not impossible, will at least take many years to at-
tain; during which time the sugar factories, beet-root culture, 
the labor employed in this industry, and tile receiptS' from ex-
ports must all suffer their part of the burden.-Consular Re-
ports. 
----:0:----
INTEllNA'l'IONAL ADJUS'l'MEN'l' OF' SUGAR PIWDUO~ 
'l'ION. 
At a meeting' of representatives of the sugar industries of 
various European countries, an attempt was made to come to 
an ag'reement regarding the production and export of sugar. 
'fhe following I'esolutions were adopted: ' 
,1. It is desirable that the production of beet s,ugar in, the, 
various European countries for export should be restricted 
in order to prevent overproduction. 
2. This purpose may be accomplished by an agreement be-
tween all organs qualified to represent the sugar industry in 
the sugar producing countries of Europe. 1'his agreement 
should include refined and unrefined sugarS'. 
3. It is necessary that all European countries exporting 
sugar should be unanimous in joining this agreement, especi-
ally Germany, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, France, Holland 
and Russia. It is also desirable that Java s,hould join. 
4. It is sufficient to fix the amount of export sugar; the ad-
justment ,of the internal relations may be left to each state. 
5. The total amount required for export is to be determined 
on the basis of the minimum demand; a permanent commit-
tee to watch over the execution of the agreement. 
G. This agreement to be valid for the same period as the 
BruSlsels convention. 
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.' 7. The export should be regulated on tile basis of tile official 
statistics of tile revenue and custom Ilouse autllorities, ninety 
kilograms of l'efined sugm' to l>e counted equal to one Ilundred 
kilograms of unrefined sugar. 
" 8. The average production of sugar in tile tllree campaigns 
of·1900-01, 1901-~, 1902-3, diminished by tile average home con-
sumption, iE< to serve as a basis fOl' the computation of the ex--, 
port figures, increased by the avemge imports during the same 
pel'iod; 
9. Every country sllould furnisll guarantees for tile faith-
ful fulfillment of tile agreement. 
Of course, these l'esolutions al'e only suggestions and can-
not be regarded as the practical outlines for tile s'olutio:p. of 
the problem. Without tile active Ilelp of tile various govel'll-
men1:s nothing can be accompHshed_-Beet Sugar Gazette. 
---:0:---
YHILIPPINE SUGAR. 
Second in importance from tile standpoint of exportation 
during the past yem', is tile sugar industry, wllich has suffered 
greatly in the general agricultuml depression. \Vllile tile 
Philippine Islands offel' advantages. surpassed in but few por-
tions of the world for tile cultme of sugar cane, yet, from vari-
ous causes ·tlle production of 1'Ililippine sugar has materially 
decreased during the last four years . 
. As in other agricultmal pursuits of the islands in which the 
laboring class plays so prominent a role, the general scarcity 
of this element at tile present time has had its effects on the 
sugar industry, wllile tile death from rinderpest of tile ma-
jority of carabaos, tile principal bea'st of burden used in the 
cane fields, and the unsettled condition of affairs in the m'chi-
pelago attendant on several years of devastating war, all have 
tended to materially reduce tile production. Although cane 
gro'YSi in almost every island of the group, its home is just as 
distinctively in the Visayan Islands as that of tobacco in the 
north of Luzon. The island of Negros has acquired an enviable 
reputation for the culture of sugar, its soil being of such fer-
tility that a crop {)f cane is known to Ilave been raised annually 
for many years past with but little manuring. 'fhe planter, 
though he is holder of large tracts of land, and may employ 
a large number of laborers., uses tile same crude rnetllods til at 
Ilave characterized the preparation of his field and the plant-
ing of cane in years gone by. Jot is stated on good authority 
that the cane used in cultivation at the present time is in direct 
descent fl'om that introduced many years ago, tllere Ilaving 
been no attempt to experiment with a more produ~tive variety. 
Few of the sugar plantations are equipped with modern 
laoor-saving mlacllinery in general use in the United States and 
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other cQuntties. Again, the plantations are generally small, 
in 'but few ca;seS' exceeding as much as a thousand aCl'el:! in 
extent, an amount of land in::mtli<.:ient to support a large wood-
en mill equipped with hundred of thoul:lands of dollars worth 
of modern and expensive machinery. 'l'he labor (;!)'stem varies 
considerably in different sugar-pl'odu<.:ing pl'ovinces. In the 
n·orthel'll provinces the co-operative plan is in genel'al vogue. 
In this case the land owner dividesl his plantation into tene-
ments and each tenant is pl'ovided with carabaos and the nec-
essal'y agricultural implements to work the cane fields. One 
mill g'l'inds the cane for the entire plantation, and in the grind-
ing season each tenant brings his cane to the mill where it is 
ground separately. From one-thhd to one-half is usually given 
the tenant to pay for hisl labor, while the balance goes to the 
owner of the land. In season while the cane is maturing the 
owner of the land is usually compelled to make advances to 
his tenants on the strength of their share in the prospective 
crop. On advances of this nature an interest of fro!p. ten to 
twenty pel' centum is usually charged. In the daily wage sys-
teml it iSI said that the employer is also compelled to make 
large advances to his Filipino labOl'ers, who frequently de-
mand their pay for several weeks in advance, and I;efuse to 
work unless their demands are granted. 
No attempts have eyer been made to manufacture the higher 
grudesof sugar such as is exported from Java and Hawaiian 
Islands. It lllay be mentioned that the Filipino makes an ex-
cellent meehanic once properly trained, and under competent 
Slupcl'vision a sugat' estate should be run at less expense than 
are Hawaiian plantations. 
----:0::----
TREE PLAN'1'ING. 
A number of States are planting tl'ees on waste lands and 
forming forest resel·yes. In some cases the work is one of re-
forestation, and in others it is proposed to make trees grow in 
regions like the sand Ihills of Nebraska, which are unfit for 
agriculture and may be made useful as forested areas. 
Indiana.-The State has purchased 2,000 acres of land in 
Clark county for a forest reserye. Of this tract 1,500 acres are 
covered with young second-growth timber of varying quality, 
and 500 acres are tillable. The State Forest Board will at-
tempt to prove the profit in growing native hardwoods, and 
will plant oak, walnut, ash, hickory, and other suitable spe-
eies, and giv·e them careful cultivation. The entire tract will 
be placed in timber. 
Kans'as.-Secl'ctary Hitchcock, of the Interior Department, 
has ordered t.lle withdrawal of !l4,732 acres of lund lying just 
south of the Arkansas river, in Kearne'y, Finney, Grant and 
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Haskell counties, for a large experiment in forest planting 
similar to that made on the Nebraska forest reserves. The 
land will be set aside as a reg'ular forest reserve in the usual 
manner, or l'l'esident Hoosevelt will be asked to set it aside 
fOl' the direct purpose of experimental tree planting. ~'he 
conditions are similar to those in Nebraska, the region being 
made up of ",hid-formed sund hills, now covered with buncll 
grass. There is no surface dminage and no possibility of cul-
tivation, since the sand begins to drift as soon as it is tilled. 
Planting will be begun within the next year. 
California.-TJ.1e Bureau of Forestry has planted many aCl'eS 
of burned·over lands in the San Gabriel and San Bernardino 
Mountains in Southern Oalifornia during the past -winter. 
Heavy rains helped the plantel's, and the seeds of the No-
vember sowing have already germinated. This work has had 
the interest and co-operation of the country which it affects. 
The Los Angeles County "VVater 'Und Forest Association <.:on-
tributed $266, and the Board of 'rrade of Pasadena $600, to-
ward the expense of planting. Tihe country is alarmed at a 
decreasing water supply, and the conserving influence of trees 
on the burned slopes is a vital matter. A squad of ten to fifo 
teen men under Mr. T. P. Lukens, of Pasadena, has _been pl·ant-
ing seeds for three months. Knobcone Pine has been planted 
in the dry, burned spots; incense c·edar and sugar pine in the 
moist-e]', cooler places, and westel'n yellow pine in all situa-
tions. 'fhe work gives promise of good results. 
Nebraslm.-One hundred acres of land in the sand hills of 
the Dismal River Forest Reserve, Nebraska, were planted this 
spring by the Bureau of Forestry-eighty acres in pine seed-
lings, 100,000 being set out; the other twenty acres were 
planted with seed. The work will be continued this summer, 
and tIl(> nursery will be enlarged so as to cover two acres. 
The Bureau intends to increase the siz·e of the nursery grad· 
ually, so 'Us to make it grow enough seedling trees every year 
to furnish sufficient stock for the planting. It is intended to 
plant the whole of the Niobrara and Dismal River reserves, 
which are now barren sand hills, to forest. The Dismal River 
Reserv·e includes 86,000 acres; t<}le Niobrara Reserve, 126,000. 
A survey of the boundaries of the Niobrara Reserye will be 
made this summer.-[Forestry and Irrigation.] 
